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(D M Murdock)
Excerpts from:

Christ in Egypt: The Horus-Jesus Connection
The Christ Conspiracy: The Greatest Story Ever Sold

From surviving texts and archaeological evidence
we can illustrate the development of Christianity
as outlined here:
The early contributors to the Christian version of
the ubiquitous celestial mythos were the Syrian
Gnostics, who were attempting to create a
syncretistic religion that would encompass the
wide variety of cultures from around the known
world. By the end of the first century CE, at
Antioch, for one, the Gnostics were already
involved in committing to writing the various
sayings and deeds of the characters of the
celestial mythos and savior cult that had been
transmitted orally within the brotherhood for
millennia. Eventually, in the time of Hadrian (C
110-38), Gnosticism passed over from Syria into
Egypt.
Meanwhile, in Palestine, possibly emanating out
of Galilee and / or the ancient monastery on
Carmel, with an outpost at Qumran, the Jewish /
Samaritan priesthood of Masons and astrologers,
the Zadokites / Sadducees, had been anticipating
the Great Year's end and agitating that they were
the Elect, the inheritors of the Lord's kingdom on
Earth, which would be brought about by a
"wondrous child" and "restorer". After the
destruction of Palestine, this group and others
dispersed into various other brotherhood
branches, including those at Antioch and
Alexandria. The new influx reignited the

centuries-old internecine struggle for supremacy
over each other and the Gentiles. Thus began the
conspiracy to set the ubiquitous solar hero
sayings and narratives in Judea, with Jews as
both protagonists and antagonists.
In the middle of the 2nd century, the original
Gnostic schools began to dissent from the
Judaizing and historicizing activity, objecting that
their original work was not meant to be taken
literally. At the end of the 2nd century, the
historicizing push increased with the success of
the Roman play for domination, and the canonical
gospels were completed somewhat, although
they were continuously reworked to agree at least
superficially with other newly forged manuscripts.
This tinkering went on for centuries until relative
uniformity was achieved, with dozens of councils
as well. In fact, the mutilation continues to this
day in translations that obfuscate original
meanings.
The aim of this priestcraft, of course, was to
create a new godman that would not only roll into
one all the others but also unite the luni-stellar
and solar cult priesthoods, as well as usher in the
new age. As the mythical Moses had been
utilized to inaugurate the new age of Aries, Jesus
was created to do likewise with the age of Pisces.
Thus, to the Krishna / Christos myth, were added
fish motifs from the Osiris / Horus myth, as well
as numerous other elements of the Egyptian and
other religions, such as the December 25th
birthdate, which was established in the fourth
century to usurp the cult of Mithra. So it went for
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centuries, as the fable was cobbled together and
the texts overhauled, with ongoing purges.
In this effort, the largely astrological and
mythological works of the eclectic Gnostics /
Therapeuts were latched onto by historicizers of
the second, third, and fourth centuries, including
Irenaeus, Justin, Tertullian, Origen, Clement
Alexandrinus, Tatian, and Eusebius. To the
conspirators list can be added Ambrose,
Augustine, Gregory, and Jerome, the four
"doctors", so-called because they had the highest
degrees from the Therapeutan Alexandrian
school. Other villains in the mythmaking included
Lactantius, Constantine, Justinian, as well as
basically all the popes, including Sylvester, who
was pope during the Council of Nicea. Pope
Innocent II created the Council of Basel (143149), in large part in order to call for bookburning.
The first archbishop of York, Paulinus (d 645),
purportedly tampered with scriptures from
Armenia and Upper Egypt newly discovered in his
time. We can be certain that there are many
others behind the scenes whose names have
never made it into records books -- at least not
overtly. These individuals no doubt have been
extremely wealthy and powerful.
<><><><><><><><><>
The Dead Sea scrolls dating to the centuries
before and after the beginning of the Christian era
survived unknown and untouched by the
Christian forgers, and reveal the Palestinian
contributors to the Christian faith. In addition to
the Samaritan Gnostic Marcion's New Testament,
other texts utilized by the Christian conspirators
included the intertestamental literature composed
of the Jewish Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, as
well as the Christian Apocrypha. Many of these
books were originally canonical but were later
removed and condemned, demonstrating how
often "God's infallible Word" has been changed. A
number of the Jewish Apocrypha, however, have
been retained in the Catholic Bible, but not in the
Protestant texts, illustrating that the latter is a
corruption of the former and not a "return to
primitive Christianity". Moreover, in the various
texts either removed or kept out of the biblical
canon may be found more truth about the origins
of Christianity than in those made canonical.
<><><><><><><><><>
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For nearly 2000 years hundreds of millions of
people have been taught that a historical "son of
God" called Jesus Christ lived, did miracles,
suffered and died as a blood-atonement
especially established once and for all by God
Himself, the Creator of the entire cosmos. In
reality, the gospel story of Jesus is not a factual
portrayal of a historical master who walked the
earth 2000 years ago but a myth built upon other
myths and godmen, who in turn were
personifications of the ubiquitous solar mythos
and ritual found in countless cultures around the
world thousands of years before the Christian
era. As such, the tale served to amalgamate the
numerous religions, cults, and sects of the
Roman Empire and beyond, to create a state
religion that was promulgated through forgery,
fraud, and force.
Nevertheless, countless believers have insisted
that the gospel tale happened, not because of
any evidence, but merely because they have
been told it was so and blindly accepted it,
against common sense and better judgment.
Furthermore, historicizing scholars and other
evemerists, funded by the same agencies who
created the myth, have thrown their scientific
minds out the window and dishonestly begun
their desperate work with the wrong premise,
thereafter constantly trying to shore up the
impossible, with endless tortured speculation
where there are no facts at all. The actuality is
that, had Jesus been real, the world would have
developed differently than it did, particularly
immediately after his alleged miraculous advent;
yet, the world went on as if nothing had ever
happened.
<><><><><><><><><>
When pressed, scholars and clergy alike will
admit that the founding of the Christian religion is
shrouded in centuries of intrigue and fraud. They
will confess that there is not a single mention of
Jesus by any historian contemporaneous with his
alleged advent and that the biblical accounts are
basically spurious, not written by their pretended
authors, and riddled with tens of thousands of
errors, impossibilities, and contradictions. They
will even admit that such texts had been forged
by the hundreds and later interpolated and
mutilated. Such experts may even go so far as to
concede that the historicity of Christ has been
called into question from the beginning, with that
fact itself being cloaked in euphemism and deceit.
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They may further confess that there is absolutely
no physical evidence of the event or the man, and
that the numerous relics, including the infamous
Shroud of Turin, are fakes, as are the tourist
spots where the drama allegedly took place.
These scholars may even have the courage to
admit that the Jewish religion, upon which
Christianity claims to be based, is itself not what it
is asserted to be but is basically a rehash of older
myths and theologies, as, in the end, is
Christianity.
In other words, like the Christian fathers, these
scholars and experts will concede that the gospel
tale and Christian ideology constitute a direct lift
from so-called Paganism. They will even admit
that the gospel story is fiction, cagily calling it
"benign deceit". Yet, these scholars and
researchers will continue in their quest to find a
historical Jesus, endlessly pumping out tomes
that would be better off as trees.
<><><><><><><><><>
The gospel story, fought so widely from the
beginning because it was misrepresented as true,
has now become through constant force and
proselytizing unhealthily lodged in the human
psyche, a meme that has caused a large
proportion of the human race to live in a world of
awful fantasy and endless waiting for the
miraculous, for the divine to step in, like "he"
purportedly did 2000 years ago. Yet this alleged
"miracle" of Jesus' advent was no more factual
than that of Osiris, Krishna, Horus, Quetzalcoatl,
or any of the numerous other myths and savior
gods upon which the Christ character is
predicated. To believe that the mythical is the
historical is not only to be dishonest but also to
destroy the meaning of the mythical and to ruin its
real miracle. Indeed, the historicizing of the
mythos removes its value and makes the mind
idiotic; but, to understand the gnosis behind it is
to become wise.
<><><><><><><><><>
During this appalling Age of Darkness, learning
and literacy were all but destroyed. Libraries were
burned in order to hide the horrible secret of the
Christian religion, and a world that had been
reaching for the stars, with great thinkers
appearing in numerous places, was now
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subjugated in darkness falsely portraying itself as
the "light of the world".
<><><><><><><><><>
Not a few people have wondered why these
identical stories found outside of the Bible and
revolving around Gentile or Pagan characters are
myths, while the biblical tales told about Hebrews
and Jews are history.
<><><><><><><><><>
The gospel story constitutes cultural bigotry and
does a disservice to the history of humanity.
Contrary to popular belief, the ancients were not
an ignorant and superstitious lot who actually
believed their deities to be literal characters. Nor
were they as a whole immoral or unenlightened.
This propaganda has been part of the conspiracy
to make the ancients appear as if they were truly
the dark and dumb rabble that was in need of the
light of Jesus.
The reality is that the ancients were no less
advanced in their morals and spiritual practices,
and in many cases were far more enlightened,
than the Christians in their own supposed
morality and ideology, which, in its very attempt at
historicity, is in actuality a degradation of the
ancient celestial and terrestrial religion. Indeed,
unlike the Christians, the true intelligentsia among
the ancients were well aware that their gods were
astronomical and atmospheric in nature. Even the
much vilified Babylonians declared that their gods
and those of other cultures and ages were the
sun, moon, stars, and planets, demonstrating that
they were not only advanced but honest in this
matter. In addition, the eminent Greek
philosophers Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle surely
knew that their gods, such as Zeus, the sky-god
father-figure who migrated to Greece from India
and / or Egypt, were never real people. These
three great Greek luminaries were, oddly enough,
highly esteemed by early Christian conspirators.
Rather than serving as an improvement,
Christianity has been a psychic trauma, uprooting
ideas and deities that were worshipped since
Neolithic times, particularly nature gods and
goddesses. The sexist Judeo-Christian-Islamic
ideology has been a war on all things considered
female, including Nature and Mother Earth.
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<><><><><><><><><>
No human culture can survive that bases its
fundamental beliefs and perceptions on a hoax,
particularly one in which the result has been the
needless torture and slaughter of millions around
the globe.
<><><><><><><><><>
The problem with the sheep-loving and lingamworshipping desert tribes was their extreme
hatred of women, who have been slandered with
the accusation of being sinful, sexual creatures
who corrupt otherwise sinless men. Biblical
misogyny is reflected in the stories of Lot and of
the Levite in Judges, for example, where men are
so important that, in order to protect them from
bisexual mobs, Lot and the Levite throw out their
women: in the case of Lot, his virgin daughters;
and in the case of the "good" Levite priest, his
sex slave, or concubine. The Levite's concubine,
of course, is gang-raped and left for dead. Her
"compassionate" master finds her on the
doorstep, yells at her to get up and, when he
discovers she is dead, sheds no tear but
immediately cuts her body into 12 pieces and
sends the parts to the various tribes. Now, this
story must be taken literally, according to bible
literalists, so we must conclude that the Levite did
indeed engage in this appalling behavior, which
would be considered a heinous crime in today's
society but is perfectly okay for one of God's
ancient priests!
Furthermore, while exalting the male genitalia,
the OT repeatedly portrays women as having
defiling menstrual cycles, during which they must
be isolated. Prior to this misogyny, however, the
menstrual blood was considered sacred because
women were viewed as the creators of life; in
fact, the wine and cup of the Holy Grail were
originally pagan symbols of the blood and womb
of the woman. Of course, the degradation of the
woman accompanied the vilification of the
Goddess, and the biblical attack on the Goddess
and female sexuality was tireless.
With violence came horrendous, oppressive laws
against women, who basically became property.
Raping virgins was the preferred biblical way to
acquire such property, but if the rape victim was
already married or betrothed, she was killed. The
oppression of women, of course, had much to do
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with men wishing to be certain of paternity, which
evidently was the reason that the Levite priests
devised the concept of sexual morality: premarital
virginity for women, marital fidelity for women, in
other words total control over the knowledge of
paternity.
Things did not improve much for the status of
women with the introduction of the "new
superstition" of Christianity, which continued the
assault on women and which refined sexual
repression.
<><><><><><><><><>
Rather than the picture of peaceful, celibate
devotees commonly portrayed, early Christians
themselves were viewed as sexual deviants and
perverts. That this perception was a problem is
verified not only in the writings of the Church
fathers but in the canonical Letter of Jude, in
which the author is concerned with the
impression given by men who were "blemishes"
on Christian "love feasts".
<><><><><><><><><>
While the inhabitants pretended to be celibate,
Christian nunneries were turned into
whorehouses that serviced monks, among others.
In fact, it was an apparently common practice for
the compromised nuns' babies to be tossed into
ponds near the nunneries or buried in basements.
[see Blavatsky, cca284]
<><><><><><><><><>
Like Judaism, patriarchal Christianity was
primarily a phallic cult. The phallus was also
called "perron" or "Big Peter" and represented, as
we have seen, St Peter, the "rock" or stone
lingam, of which the Christians were also
anointers.
Along with phallus-obsession came the issue of
circumcision, as well as castration, popular in the
widespread cult of Attis / Cybele during Paul's
time and given the green light by "Jesus", who is
made to say of castration, "He who is able to
receive this, let him receive it". (Matthew 19:12) In
fact, a number of Paul's teachings revolved
around the mutilation of the male genitalia.
<><><><><><><><><>
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It can be argued with 100 percent certainty that
monastic brotherhoods have often been the site
of homosexual activity. One of the most notorious
of the closeted Christian homosexuals was King
James I, the patron of the King James Bible,
which is so highly esteemed by evangelical
Christians. King James was a known homosexual
who murdered his young lovers and victimized
countless heretics and women. His cruelty was
justified by his "divine right" of kings.
<><><><><><><><><>
In creating their state religion, the Christian
conspirators not only founded the world's greatest
forgery mill but also went on a censorship
rampage that silenced millions of dissident voices
by murder. They destroyed books, temples,
statues, inscriptions and other traces of the
previous cultures, eventually leading to immense
ignorance and the virtual illiteracy of the Western
world.
These censoring Christians were no doubt well
aware what literacy and books really represented,
as the words library and liberty share the same
root, "liber", the Latin word for book.
After the Council of Nicea, per the murderous
Constantine's orders, the Christians turned up the
heat on censorship, leading to the centuries-long
orgy that obliterated millions of texts. One of the
greatest crimes in human history was the
destruction in 391 of the library at Alexandria,
perpetrated by Christian fanatics under
Theophilus bent on hiding the truth about their
religion and its alleged founder. Because of this
villainy, we have lost priceless information as to
the true state of the ancient world, with such
desolation also setting back civilization at least
1000 years. The portion of the Alexandrian library
placed in the Temple of Serapis also perished, as
this very valuable library was willfully destroyed
by the Christian Theophilus, and on the spot
where this beautiful temple of Serapis stood, in
fact, on its very foundation, was erected a church
in honor of the "noble army of martyrs", who
never existed.
Some decades later, the Christian patriarch of
Alexandria, Cyril, instigated mobs to terrorize
Jews and to hideously torture and murder the
exalted female pagan philosopher Hypatia (c 370415) by scraping the flesh from her bones with
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oyster shells. For his evil acts, Cyril was later
canonized by the "infallible" Church. Hypatia was
so esteemed and renowned for her wisdom and
brilliance that her murder has been considered
the death of the pagan world.
The destruction did not end there, however, as
the ruination of literacy and history became an allconsuming Christian pursuit. By the fifth century
the destruction was so complete Archbishop
Chrystostom could boast of it thus: "Every trace
of the old philosophy and literature of the ancient
world has vanished from the face of the earth".
At some point, a death penalty was enacted for
reading unapproved books, eg, those that
demonstrated the faith was a sham. Pope after
pope continued the assault on books and
learning. Gregory, Bishop of Constantinople (540604), the last of the "doctors" of the Church,
actively engaged in book-burning. In the 11th
century, "Saint" Gregory had the Library of
Palatine Apollo burned, and the Council of Trent
(1545-63) reconfirmed the policy against
"heathen" learning.
Where the Christians did not destroy the works of
the ancient authors, they corrupted and mutilated
them. Indeed, in order to preserve their texts from
these violent hands, the Gnostics themselves
were compelled to Christianize them, such that
they also had to historicize their mythical
characters. So extensive was this practice of
fraud that evidently no ancient author's work
maintains its original integrity.
The erection of Christian churches on the ruins of
pagan temples and sacred sites was not only
common but de rigeur, serving to obliterate the
evidence of the previous deity and worship. Such
were the efforts the "classy" Christians had to
make for centuries to cement their fictions. The
devastation of art and culture was appalling.
However, a number of important texts fortunately
survived the purges intact, enough to trace how
Christianity was created and shaped. From these
various surviving texts, as well as archaeological
evidence, can be illustrated the development of
Christianity.
<><><><><><><><><>
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The Inquisition was the most ghastly period in all
of human history, in which millions were tortured
and murdered over centuries so that they or their
descendants would conform to the dogma of the
Catholic Church. During those many centuries, no
dissenter was allowed to flourish and few to live
at all. Anyone who dared to question the
fairytales now being forced upon them -- in other
words, all the honest people-- were forced to
convert or die. Either way, the people would then
become fiscally beneficial to the greedy, deceitful
Church, by serving as slaves, tithing, or forfeiting
their assets through death, natural or otherwise.
<><><><><><><><><>
It may be reasonably asked why, if the mythos
and ritual are found around the world and thus in
cultures not subjected to the censorship of the
Catholic Church and Christian hierarchy, they are
unknown. The mythos and ritual form part of the
mysteries of secret societies, brotherhoods,
priesthoods, and mystery schools. As such, they
were not to be revealed but dangled over the
heads of the uninitiated.
The Christian religion was a revelation of these
mysteries, which had existed for millennia. "Paul"
himself attested that his preaching of Jesus Christ
served to reveal the mystery . . . (see Romans
16:25-26). In fact, it was because of the criminal
revelation of this secret that the Christians were
persecuted.
Thus, the Christian religion and founder were
based on the ubiquitous mythos and ritual that
served as the mysteries, which were eventually
compiled and written down. These
astrotheological mysteries, however, were later
carnalized and historicized to hide them once
again in the gospel tale.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although it is widely perceived to be a Jewish
custom, circumcision dates back to at least 2300
BCE in Egypt and is also found in other parts of
Africa, as well as in Fiji, Samoa, Assyria,
Phoenicia, Mexico, and South America, prior to
the introduction of Judaism and / or Christianity.
In Egypt, it was the priests only who were
circumcised, but Israel was a priestly nation, so
all of its males were to be circumcised.
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<><><><><><><><><>
It is erroneously perceived that the Old
Testament heroes and patriarchs were
impeccably moral individuals who never engaged
in anything remotely smacking of sexual deviation
and perversion. First of all, during the time of
biblical peoples, humans were as obsessed with
sex as they are now, particularly where they were
repressed. Secondly, what is considered
deviation or perversion has from the very
beginning of humankind been dependent on
cultural perspective, varying with different ages
and places. Furthermore, often what has been
approved by general consensus has also been
considered to be right in the eyes of God. Prior to
the monopolizing patriarchy, there were
widespread matriarchal cultures, every bit as
"godly", but with different interpretations of
sexuality.
Peering between the biblical covers, we find that
many of the book's characters are depicted as
engaging in behaviors that would be considered
by current standards to be sexual deviation. From
early on in the biblical drama we encounter
incest, with even Moses himself being a product
of it. Later, the righteous Lot is made drunk and
then seduced by both his daughters, who bear
sons from their incestuous trysts. Rape is another
prominent biblical theme, engaged in frequently
by the Yahwists, whose history according to the
OT is based on the slaughter of other cultures
and the kidnapping and rape of their young girls.
A number of the great patriarchs and heroes have
sex with concubines, a fancy name for these
young girls kidnapped and made into prostitutes.
Of course, Solomon was the most conspicuous
consumer, with 1000 wives and concubines, not a
true story but used to demonstrate the manliness
of his purported progeny. But, if having so many
wives and concubines is not adultery, we wonder
what is and just what one would call Abraham's
relationship with Hagar, his wife's handmaiden,
by whom he has a child, or Jacob's various
dalliances with Rachel, her sister Leah, and their
maids, by whom he has children. In the story of
Jacob and Rachel, in fact, are found not only
sexual deviation, by Christian standards, but also
drug use, in that Rachel's "son's mandrakes" are
"sex plants" or "fertility fruits". In addition adultery
is practiced even by the great king David, as in
the second book of Samuel. Like Noah, who got
drunk and let it all hang out, we also find David
exposing himself in front of a crowd. And, at
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Numbers 25:1-5, the Israelites even participate in
an orgy.
Although apologists have attempted to explain
away its eroticism as having something to do with
the Church and its bridegroom, the Song of
Solomon is indeed a sexual poem, with
references to female genitalia, including as a
pomegranate. The Song of Solomon represents
one of the saner perspectives of sex in the Bible.
Indeed, despite the licentiousness of biblical
heroes, so neurotic is the attitude towards sex
that when Onan spills "his seed", God strikes him
dead, a tale lampooned in the "Monty Python"
song, "Every sperm is sacred, every sperm is
great. If a sperm is wasted, God gets quite irate".
Apparently, Onan's sperm was more valuable
than Onan himself. So obsessed with the spilling
of the seed is YHWH that it is prescribed that "no
man who has had a nocturnal emission shall
enter the sanctuary at all until three days have
elapsed. He shall wash his garments and bathe
on the first day . . . ". Thus, wet dreams constitute
a transgression against the Lord.
<><><><><><><><><>
One rather bizarre biblical perspective, also held
by pre-Hebraic cultures, is the Lord's peculiar
obsession with the foreskin, which is viewed as
the most important token of the covenant
between God and his chosen. In fact the word
circumcision is used nearly 100 times in the Bible,
and one must wonder at this obsession, as well
as at the idea that either the Lord so screwed up
in creating man that man needs to fix God's
handiwork, or the Lord finds this piece of flesh so
significant as to base his most solemn vows upon
it, thus revealing a homoerotic fetish. So
obsessed are the biblical peoples with the
foreskin that in exchange for the hand of his
daughter, Saul demands the foreskins of 100
dead Philistines from David, who enthusiastically
indulges the request by bringing Saul 200
foreskins.
The act of circumcision is all the more strange
when its origins are not made clear. Among other
reasons, including purportedly serving to make
men more docile and socially acceptable,
circumcision was said to be done in imitation of
the female's menstrual blood, being performed on
boys at the age when girls first bled, and even
being described among some peoples as "man's
menstruation".
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Another ritual used to create such "femaleness"
was castration, necessary for the man to assume
religious authority among the priestesses of the
Goddess. All mythologies suggest that, before
men understood their reproductive role, they tried
to make women of themselves in the hope of
achieving womanlike fertility. This phenomenon
was widespread enough among the Semites to
warrant address by the Lord, as was penile
amputation, such that those who had been thus
mutilated, evidently either naturally or artificially,
were to be excluded from God's elect. "He whose
testicles are crushed or whose male member is
cut off shall not enter the assembly of the Lord"
(Deuteronomy 23:1). Yet, at Isaiah 56:4-5, the
"infallible" Lord again contradicts himself and
says that eunuchs who keep his sabbath and
hold fast his covenant well be given a "monument
and a name better than sons and daughters . . .
an everlasting name which shall not be cut off".
Obviously, all this biblical talk about circumcision,
foreskins, and testicles, as well as "members",
"loins", "thighs", "stones", "secret parts", and
"private parts", is a reflection of the true nature of
the patriarchal religions. Circumcision is, in fact, a
barbaric custom of primitive phallic religion.
<><><><><><><><><>
Within the patriarchal religions the phallus has
been an object of worship, although this fact has
been hidden for a variety of reasons, not the least
of which are its basic homosexual or homoerotic
implications. The male genitals were so sacred to
the Israelites that if, in defense of her husband, a
woman grabbed the private parts of his enemy,
she would have her hand cut off (Deuteronomy
25:11-12). So important were the male genitalia
that solemn oaths were sworn by them, as is
reflected at Genesis 24:9, where Abraham's
servant swears an oath by "putting his hand
under the thigh of Abraham his master". The
terms "thigh" and "hollow of thigh" used a number
of times in the OT are actually euphemisms for
"penis", and the putting of one's hand "under the
thigh" and swearing an oath is a secret society
"handshake".
<><><><><><><><><>
There is a peculiar story in the first book of
Samuel about the great king David and his
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enemy Saul's son Jonathan, who apparently falls
in love with David:
"And Jonathan stripped himself of his robe
that was upon him and gave it to David, and
his garments, even to his sword, and to his
bow, and to his girdle. . . . And Saul spoke to
Jonathan his son, and to all his servants, that
they should kill David. But Jonathan Saul's
son delighted much in David". (1 Samuel 18:4,
19:1)
Jonathan and David are then depicted kissing
each other and weeping together. Later, it is not
David who is killed but Jonathan, after whose
death David moans:
"I am very distressed for you, my brother
Jonathan; very pleasant have you been to me;
your love to me was wonderful, passing the
love of women". (2 Samuel 1:26)
The biblical passages certainly seem to be
expressing something homoerotic. Of course,
these scriptures must be overlooked by moralists,
because the general biblical impression of
homosexuality is extremely negative. Yet, we also
discover that Israelites do in fact engage in
"harlotry" with boys and that "male cult
prostitutes" ("sodomites") are used even during
Solomon's reign (I Kings 14:24; 15:12) and
remain in use centuries later when Josiah goes
after them. The Hebrew word for these male cult
or temple prostitutes, "qadesh", is the same as
"qadash", which means holy, sacred, and
consecrated. Obviously, the pre-Yahwist Semites
had a very different opinion of these "sodomites".
Ironically, the term "sodomite" was used by
detractors to describe phallus-worshippers, ie, the
patriarchy.
<><><><><><><><><>
In addition to phallus-worship, biblical peoples
engaged in bestiality, such a temptation evidently
a serious problem, since the Lord had to
condemn it several times over a period of
hundreds of years, demonstrating an ongoing
habit of the "chosen" shepherd tribes. In other
words, that this perversion was common is
obvious from the fervid exhortations against it.
<><><><><><><><><>
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The miraculous parting of the Red Sea has
forever mystified the naive and credulous masses
and scholars alike, who have put forth all sorts of
tortured speculation to explain it. The parting and
destruction of the hosts of Pharaoh at the Red
Sea is not recorded by any known historian,
which is understandable, since it is, of course, not
historical and is found in other cultures, including
in Ceylon/Sri Lanka, out of which the conquering
shepherd kings (Pharaohs) were driven across
Adam's Bridge and drowned. This motif is also
found in the Hawaiian and Hottentot versions of
the Moses myth, prior to contact with outside
cultures. The crossing of the Red Sea is
astronomical, expressly stated by Josephus to
have occurred at the autumnal equinox, indicating
its origin within the mythos.
<><><><><><><><><>
The famed Ten Commandments are simply a
repetition of the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi
and the Hindu Vedas, among others.
<><><><><><><><><>
Many of the great biblical heroes have been the
Baals or gods of other cultures remade, as have
been the Christian saints. This religion-making
business utilized every bit of technology it could
muster, building upon centuries of such behavior
and bringing it to perfection.
<><><><><><><><><>
To the ancients, words were magical, as it was
believed that the Word of God created the
universe. They were expressions of real power in
themselves. The word had an entity of its own;
once released it could effect the desire of its
creator. The god's or prophet's word was a thing
to be feared, and if maleficent, "turned back" as
the Bible would say. Words which looked alike
were considered actually to be connected in
some way. Furthermore the Hebrews, like other
peoples, were fond of wordplay and used it
extensively in their texts.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although most people think the name Jesus
originated with the Christian godman, it was in
fact quite common, particularly in Israel, where it
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was Joshua. As such the name appears in the
Old Testament over 200 times.

god of the two horizons; hence, Horus was the
rising sun, and Set the time of the sun-Set.

<><><><><><><><><>

Set is the biblical Seth, the progenitor of the
Hebrew race, demonstrating the culture's stellar
cult origins. While solar brotherhoods such as the
Essenes and Nazarenes wore white, the
priesthood of Set / Seth / Saturn / Sata wore
black robes, "black as night"; hence, the black
dress of Catholic, Jewish, and Muslim clerics to
this day.

The title of Christos was applied not only to the
kings and priests of Judah, but also to a number
of anointed savior-gods prior to the Christian era.
Anyone anointed would be called "Christ" by the
Greek-speaking inhabitants of the Roman
Empire, who were many, since Greek was the
lingua franca for centuries. In Greek "Krishna" is
also "Christos", and the word "Christ" also comes
from the Hindi word "Kris", which is a name for
the sun, as is evidently "Krishna" in ancient Irish.
In the face of criticism that his new superstition
was fabricated, Eusebius protested that "the
names Jesus and Christ were known and
honoured from the first".

In Hebrew, the name "Satan" or "Shaitan" merely
means "adversary", not absolute evil being. The
title of Satan as the adversary, also at 1 Peter
5:8, refers to the sun as Lord of the Opposite,
which means a sign or constellation opposite to
the sun at any given point.
<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>
Many people today do not readily express belief
in Satan, or the devil, as portrayed in Christianity,
which in actuality depends upon the belief in such
an absolute evil being for it to be "true". The devil
was a very popular figure when the Church,
Christianity and general hysteria reigned
supreme, but in the time since secularism and
freethought have become more influential, the
devil seems to have dropped out of sight, save for
the occasional hauntings and possessions. For
example, before rationalism and science
established their voice, lightning strikes and
hurricanes were regarded as the devil's work.
They are now often considered as "acts of God",
leaving one to wonder where the devil has gone
and if God is next.
Of course, the dualistic concepts of absolute
good and evil did not originate with Christianity
but are found long before the Christian era,
particularly within Zoroastrianism. Satan is an
adaptation of the Persian representative of evil
"Ahriman", the twin brother of "God", the same as
the Egyptian Set, Horus' twin and principal
enemy, also known as "Sata", whence comes
"Satan". Horus struggles with Set in the exact
manner that Jesus battles with Satan, with 40
days in the wilderness, among other similarities,
such as the revealing from the mount "all the
kingdoms of Earth". This myth represents the
triumph of light over dark, or the sun's return to
relieve the terror of the night. Horus / Set was the

Satan is called "the father of lies", yet it is
Yahweh who claims to be the deceiver: "If a
prophet is deceived, I the Lord deceived that
prophet". (Ezekiel 14:9) This example is but one
of the instances in which "the Lord" lies, leaving
one to speculate as to the true identity of the
"Father of Lies".
<><><><><><><><><>
The origin of the devil can be uncovered through
etymology, in that the word comes from the
Sanskrit term "deva" or the Persian "daeva", both
of which originally referred to angelic entities,
usually female, who were demonized by Christian
propagandists. "Devil" shares the same root as
"divine". In addition, the word "demon" is a
Christian vilification of the Greek word "daemon",
which likewise referred to a divine spirit.
The devil was called "Baalzebub", but this word
was also used for God prior to its vilification.
"Baal", as synonymous with Bel, was the
Chaldean name for the Lord dwelling in the sun.
Baal-Shadai was the sun in the zenith of his
glory, and Baalzebub the sun while in the sign or
constellation of the scorpion. It also meant "Lord
of the Flies", the god propitiated to keep flies
away.
In fact, any number of names for the devil found
within Judaism and Christianity are vilifications of
the gods and goddesses of other cultures. The
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form of the devil commonly represented over the
past several centuries, ie, a man with horns and
hooves, is in large part a demonization of the
Greek god of Nature, Pan, who was wild and
capricious. Several other gods were also involved
in the creation of the Christian devil, such as
Hades / Pluto and Dionysus / Bacchus.

The book of Revelation is an encapsulation of the
ancient astrological mythos and religion, a part of
which is sacred numerology. Several sacred
numbers repeatedly make their appearance in
Revelation, such as three, seven, 12, 24, etc.

<><><><><><><><><>

The much ballyhooed number, 666, mentioned in
Revelation as the "mark of the Beast", was held
sacred in the goddess-worshipping cultures as
representative of female genitalia. When the
Goddess was vilified by the patriarchy, she
became the "beast" and her sacred number the
"mark". The number 666 was not held to be evil
or a bad omen in Judaism, as is evidenced by the
biblical story of Solomon possessing 666 talents
of gold. In fact, it is a sacred number.

Fascination has led to endless speculation and
interpretation of Revelation's "prophecy" by
biblical literalists, who, being unable to do
anything else with it, usually interpret it
allegorically. Needless to say, despite centuries
of attempts to decode the text and to associate its
players with a variety of world leaders, nations,
and organizations, Revelation remains a mystery,
because it is, in fact, not prophecy, and its drama
does not take place on earth.
Many apocalypses were written prior to and
during the Christian era, as the apocalypse was a
genre of writing. Even Eusebius calls Revelation
"spurious".
<><><><><><><><><>
The debate over Revelation is a recurring theme
in the early Christian writings, in which a number
of fathers and doctors at one point or another
express their doubts as to the authenticity of not
only Revelation but also virtually every text in the
canon. This skepticism is all the more peculiar
considering it was claimed that the apostolic
lineage was continuous and unbroken, and that
there were allegedly established churches all
along whose authorities surely would have known
for a fact whether or not any apostle had written
biblical texts. It also reveals the tremendous
amount of duplicity engaged in by clergy and
biblicists who continue to present to the credulous
populace that the books of the Bible were in fact
written by those whose names are attached to
them, knowing full well that this assertion is false.
The book of Revelation was rejected by a number
of churches, particularly the eastern ones,
because they knew it was a spurious manuscript
compiled from much older texts.
<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>
Some of the sayings [of Jesus] constitute the
famous "Sermon on the Mount", also not original
with Christ. [Egyptian god] Horus delivered a
Sermon on the Mount, and there is within the
Egyptian Hermetic or Trismesgistic tradition a
discourse called "The Secret Sermon on the
Mount". The Egyptian Sermon sayings also found
their way into the Old Testament.
<><><><><><><><><>
Jesus is called the "Word" or "Logos", which,
although it appears mysterious and mystical to
the uninitiated, is actually commonplace in Greek
parlance, as it has many meanings, including
"word", "speech", "rumor", and "reason". The
logos is in actuality a primitive concept, reflecting
merely the way in which God created the world,
ie, through speech. The Logos concept is not new
with Christianity but is applied to a number of
older deities in mythologies from the
Mediterranean to China.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although much is made of Lucifer, the "fallen
angel", his name only appears translated as such
in one verse in the King James Bible, at Isaiah
14:12, where he is called "son of the morning".
Lucifer is also translated as "day star, son of
dawn". This passage describes the day star's "fall
from heaven" after he attempts to "ascend to
heaven; above the stars of God" to set his throne.
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From this single passage, an enormous tale has
taken shape with all sorts of speculation as to
who Lucifer really was, including everything from
the leader of the devils to that of evil aliens.

the end of the world, the millennium, and the day
of judgment.

Despite all the political intrigue, Lucifer simply
means "Light Bearer", and he was in earliest
times a sun god, which is why he is called "Day
Star, son of morning / dawn". The sun god Lucifer
is "cast out of heaven" by the other angels, or
stars, as night descends. This god / angel Lucifer
is pre-Hebraic, found in Canaan, Egypt, and
Mesopotamia, and was not originally considered
evil. In Dutch, a Lucifer is a match, a purely
utilitarian object that brings light and fire. Like the
many gods of other cultures, Lucifer was vilified
by the Christians so they could raise their own
god above him. Ironically, since both are the day
or morning star, Jesus and Lucifer are in fact one
and the same.

The doctrine of transubstantiation represents the
miraculous transformation of bread and wine into
the body and blood of Christ. However, this sort
of magical ritual was practiced around the world
in a variety of forms eons before the Christian era
and is, therefore, in no way original to
Christianity.

The Lucifer myth can also be found in the Greek
story of the "son of the sun", Phaeton, who was
cast out of heaven by his Father after committing
the crime of hubris. The story of Vulcan, the
Roman solar god, is similar to the Lucifer myth,
as he too is cast out of heaven by the gods as
darkness descends.
<><><><><><><><><>
The Sabbath predates the Jewish religion and is
found in the Middle East and India, where it
signified the seventh-day rest of the goddess
Durga. Ignorant of its origins, the various
Christian sects have been squabbling for
centuries as to when the Sabbath should be
observed, as ordained by the Jewish god
Yahweh. The purists feel that Sabbath is to be
observed on Saturday, rather than the pagan day
of Sunday adopted by the "corrupt" Catholic
Church; however, Saturday is also a pagan day,
named for Saturn.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although billions of people over the centuries
have been waiting endlessly for the Second
Coming of Jesus, believing that it is a very
unusual event, the second coming has been
expected of numerous savior-gods, including
Krishna, Buddha, Bacchus, Quetzalcoatl, and
others around the world. The same can be said of

<><><><><><><><><>

This practice has been considered barbaric and
savage by non-Catholic Christians and other
religionists, not to mention ludicrous by nonreligionists. The pre-Christian ancients knew that
transubstantiation was allegorical, not actual. As
Cicero said, "Do you imagine that anybody is so
insane as to believe that the thing he feeds upon
is a god?"
<><><><><><><><><>
The trinity or triune deity is yet another aspect of
the ubiquitous mythos, found in countless other
cultures long prior to the Christian era. Obviously,
then, the concept did not originate with Jesus; in
fact, it was not adopted into Christianity until the
Council of Nicea in 325. Like so many aspects of
Christianity the trinity was originally found in the
Egyptian religion.
In the solar mythos, the trinity represents the sun
in three stages: newborn (dawn), mature (fullgrown at 12 noon), and old and dying, at the end
of the day (going back to the Father).
<><><><><><><><><>
Christianity was built upon a long line of myths
from a multitude of nations and basically
represents the universal astrological mythos and
ritual. In its creation was used a typical
mythmaking device: To wit, when an invading
culture takes over its predecessors, it often vilifies
the preceding gods and goddesses or demotes
them to lesser gods, patriarchs, prophets, kings,
heroes, and / or saints. Such mythmaking is
found throughout the Old Testament as well, such
as the prophets Daniel, Esther, and Deborah,
who were ancient gods of other cultures.
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Prior to the vilification of the Baals of Canaan,
Yahweh himself was a Baal. In fact, the Old
Testament actually records the epics of
Canaanite gods, as was evidenced with the
discovery in 1975 of 20,000 clay tablets nearly
4500 years old in the ruins of the large city of
Ebla at Tell Mardikh in northwestern Syria. Ebla
existed 1000 years before David and Solomon
and was destroyed by the Akkadians in around
1600 BCE.
The language recorded on these tablets is old
Canaanite, very similar to biblical Hebrew, written
in the Sumerian cuneiform script. These tablets
contain hundreds of place names, a number of
which are found in the Old Testament, including
Urusalima (Jerusalem). They also contain the
names of Hebrew patriarchs who, according to
the Bible, would not exist for hundreds to over a
thousand years later, such as Ab-ra-mu
(Abraham), E-sa-um (Esau), Ish-ma-ilu (Ishmael),
even Is-ra-ilu (Israel), and from later periods,
names like Da-'u'dum (David) and Sa-'u-lum
(Saul).
The tablets also contain the Canaanite creation
and flood myths from which the very similar
biblical versions were obviously plagiarized. In
reality, the Israelites were mainly Canaanites,
passing along the myths of their ancestors, which
were corrupted over the centuries. When the
Yahwists imposed monotheism on both the
Levantine peoples and their scriptures, they
subjugated the wide variety of Canaanite Baals
under their "one Lord" and turned these "foreign"
gods into "patriarchs" and assorted other
characters, good and bad.
<><><><><><><><><>
Noah is a myth, found earlier in India, Egypt,
Babylon, Sumer, and other places. The fact is
that there have been floods and deluge stories in
many different parts of the world, including but
not limited to the Middle East.
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suitable enough to dwell in the tents of the
Semites, while the Hamites are to serve as slaves
to the other two, as a punishment for Ham,
ridiculing the drunken, naked Noah. Not only is
such a punishment absurdly harsh, but Noah is
not a historical character; thus, a fable has served
to justify slavery.
The sons of Noah, of course, are also not
historical, as Shem was actually a title of
Egyptian priests of Ra. The three sons of Noah,
in fact, represent the three divisions of the
heavens into 120 degrees each. As characters in
the celestial mythos, Noah corresponds to the
sun and Shem to the moon, appropriate since the
Semitic Jews were moon worshippers.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although Abraham is held up as the patriarch of
the Hebrews and Arabs, the original Abraham
and Sarah were the same as the Indian god
Brahma and goddess Sarasvati, the Queen of
Heaven, and the story of Abraham's migration is
reflective of a Brahmanical tribe leaving India at
the end of the Age of Taurus. This identification of
Abraham and Sarah as Indian gods did not
escape the notice of the Jesuit missionaries in
India; indeed, it was they who first pointed it out.
<><><><><><><><><>
The legend of Moses, rather than being that of a
historical Hebrew lawgiver, is found from the
Mediterranean to India, with the character having
different names and races, depending on the
locale. Manou is the Indian legislator. Nemo the
Lawgiver, who brought down the tablets from the
Mountain of God, hails from Babylon. Mises is
found in Syria, where he was pulled out of a
basket floating in a river. Mises also had tablets
of stone, upon which laws were written, and a rod
with which he did miracles, including parting
waters and leading his army across the sea. In
addition, Manes the Lawgiver took the stage in
Egypt, and Minos was the Cretan reformer.

<><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><>
In the Bible, Noah's sons are depicted as the
fathers of various nations and races: Shem is the
progenitor of the Semites; Japheth, the Aryans;
and Ham, the Hamites, or Africans. The story has
been turned into racist propaganda, as the
Semites are considered the best and Japhethites

The three wise men or kings are the three stars in
Orion's belt, whose rising announced the coming
of Sothis, the Star of Horus / Osiris. That is,
Sirius, the brightest star in the sky, whose coming
heralded the annual flood of the Nile. In addition,
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it would be very appropriate for the three kings
worshipping the babe to be considered magi,
since magi were sun-worshippers. Furthermore,
the gifts of the wise men to the Divine Child are
also a standard part of the mythos.
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The sun was considered to change water into
wine when, following the rains, the grapes would
ripen on the vine and ferment in the heat after
being picked.
<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>
The star in the east has been associated with the
planet Venus, which at times has served as the
"morning star", heralding the arrival of the "sun of
God", who is also the "morning star". This
appearance was not a historical occurrence but a
recurring observation that preceded the Christian
era for millennia.
<><><><><><><><><>
Many savior gods, including Buddha, Horus,
Manu, Quetzalcoatl and Zoroaster, were tempted
in the wilderness as a standard part of the
mythos. The Jesus-Satan story is a rehash of the
tale about the Egyptian "twins" Horus-Set, and
this temptation myth represents the struggle
between light and dark, day and night, and winter
and summer.
<><><><><><><><><>
In the gospels, Jesus is claimed to have changed
water into wine during the wedding at Cana as
proof of his divinity. This tale is found in other
mythologies and is part of the solar mythos. Long
before the Christian era, Dionysus / Bacchus was
said to turn water into wine.
This story is really the Christian counterpart to the
pagan legends of Dionysus, the Greek god of
wine, who at his annual festival in his temple of
Elis filled three empty kettles with wine -- no
water needed! And on the fifth of January wine
instead of water gushed from his temple at
Andros. If we believe Jesus' miracle, why should
we not believe Dionysus'?
In pre-Christian times, priests would turn water
into wine to fool the gullible masses into believing
they had miraculous powers. At Corinth, where
Paul purportedly taught, there existed a water-towine device into which water was poured and
then diverted by priests, who, hiding inside the
covered parts of the sluice, would pour wine out
the other end. Another such device was used at
Alexandria.

The eucharist, or the sharing of the god's blood
and body, has been a sacred ritual within many
ancient mystery religions, and the line ascribed to
Jesus, "this is my blood you drink, this is my body
you eat", is a standard part of the theophagic
(god-eating) ritual. While this cannibalistic rite is
now allegorical, in the past, participants actually
ate and drank the god's body and blood, which
was in reality that of a sacrificed human or
animal, as the consuming of the flesh has been
thought since time immemorial to bestow the
magical capacities of the victim upon the eater.
The Christian form of the eucharist is highly
similar to the ritual practiced as part of the
Eleusinian Mysteries, in detail, as was unhappily
admitted by Christians from the beginning. The
Eleusinian eucharist honored both Ceres,
goddess of wheat, and Bacchus / Dionysus, god
of the vine.
In Tibet, the Dalai Lama was also known to
celebrate a eucharist with bread and wine. The
Tibetan religious hierarchy is very similar to that
of the Catholics, a fact that has disturbed Catholic
proponents, as has the fact that the eucharist was
also found among the Mexican natives, long
before the Christians arrived in the Americas.
<><><><><><><><><>
It has been calculated that aside from the 40 days
in the wilderness, everything related in the New
Testament about what Jesus said and did could
have taken place within a period of three weeks.
The gospel story, then, hardly constitutes a
biography of any historical value about the life of
one of the world's purported great movers and
shakers. What it does record is a "history" of the
development of religious ideas and how they are
usurped and passed along from one culture to
another. The gospel is also reflective of a
concerted effort to unify the Roman world under
one state religion, drawing upon the multitudes of
sects and cults that existed at the time. Most of
all, however, the story records the movements of
planetary bodies and the forces of nature in a
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the cosmos in a manner not only illuminating but
also entertaining.
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afterlife was also a common theme in Egyptian
theology, which tended to be more upbeat and
less focused on the torments of hell.
<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>
The early Christians were actually repulsed by
the image of a man hanging on the cross, which
was not adopted by the Christian church until the
7th century. The crucifix with a man on it had
been imported to Rome from India ages before
the Christian era. The original occupant of the
cross was a lamb, not a man. Like the image of
the man on the cross, that of the crucified lamb
was also very ancient, preceding the Christian
era by centuries.
<><><><><><><><><>
The cross is the celestial emblem of the sun, but
it also serves as a phallic symbol.
<><><><><><><><><>
Easter celebrations date back into remotest
antiquity and are found around the world, as the
blossoming of spring did not escape the notice of
the ancients, who revered this life-renewing time
of the year, when winter had passed and the sun
was "born again". Easter, of course, is merely the
Passover, and Jesus represents the Passover
Lamb ritually sacrificed every year by a number of
cultures, including the Egyptians, possibly as
early as 4000 years ago and continuing to this
day in some places.
The Easter celebration was so ubiquitous prior to
the Christian era that any number of sources are
probable for its inclusion in Christianity. In AngloSaxon, Easter or Eostre is goddess of the dawn,
corresponding to Ishtar, Astarte, Astoreth, and
Isis. The word "Easter" shares the same root with
"east" and "eastern", the direction of the rising
sun.
<><><><><><><><><>
The concepts of heaven and hell were not
introduced by the Judeo-Christian tradition, but
existed for millennia in other cultures, such as the
Persian and Indian. The Tibetans depict several
levels of heaven and hell, which is a temporary
state of mind, rather than enduring torture. The

Basically, the concepts of eternal heaven and hell
have been utilized to suit the needs of the
manipulating priests, who sell their wares by
means of greed for heaven and fear of hell.
<><><><><><><><><>
In many cultures, the Holy Ghost was considered
female, as Sophia, Sapientia, or Hokmah -Wisdom -- but the patriarchy masculinized it. As
Christ was the sun, the Holy Ghost was also the
moon, which was often considered female.
<><><><><><><><><>
The cup or chalice used by Christ in the biblical
tale to convey his blood was, like so many other
relics, considered to contain magical powers of
the highest kind. Thus, the Holy Grail became the
object of much attention and many bloody quests
for those seeking such powers. Of course, there
was no real grail, but this fact did not stop anyone
from either looking for it or claiming they already
possessed it.
<><><><><><><><><>
The logia [collections of sayings attributed to
Jesus] are in fact repetitions of the sayings of
Horus, as the Word, or Iu-em-hept, 3000 years
before the Christian version.
<><><><><><><><><>
Many of the concepts contained in the logia /
sayings, which are held up by Christian defenders
as the core of Jesus' teachings and a reflection of
his goodness and compassion, can also be found
in the Vedas as spoken by the compassionate
Krishna and in the Dhammapada attributed to the
equally compassionate Buddha, as well as in the
Tao Te Ching of the Chinese sage Lao Tzu (6th
century BCE).
Likewise, a number of Jesus' parables were
derived from Buddhism and from the very ancient
Indian sect of Jainism, such as those of the
prodigal son and the sower. We must thus
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summarize the basic teachings of Jesus, none of
which were original to him.

signs in the heavens, as at Genesis 1:14, which
basically describes the zodiac.

<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>

Those individuals who believe the Bible to be the
literal word of God are not only unaware of its
symbolism, they are also ignorant of the
passages within the Bible itself which clearly
reflect that at least certain aspects of the biblical
tales are allegory. For example, at Ezekiel 23, the
author(s) tells a long story about two sisters,
Oholah and Oholiba, and their "faithless harlotry"
when "their breasts were pressed and their virgin
bosoms handled". Just as we get to the good
stuff, Ezekiel springs it on us that he is speaking
allegorically about the cities of Samaria and
Jerusalem, which are accused of having "played
harlot in Egypt"; in other words, they worshipped
other gods. It is rather evident that Ezekiel is
enjoying this sexual allegory, as he goes into
gleeful detail about the transgressions of the
sisters and their "nakedness" and "bed of love". It
is also evident that this type of allegorical speech
is used more often in the Bible than its writers
and proponents would wish to admit. As in the
lusty Ezekiel tale, a number of other biblical
places, nations, and tribes are frequently referred
to allegorically as "he" or "she", which makes it
difficult to figure out whether the speaker is
talking about a person, group, place, or thing.

At Malachi 4:2, YHWH says "But for you who fear
my name the sun of righteousness shall rise, with
healing on its wings". Who is this sun of
righteousness with healing on its wings? Malachi
is the last book of the Old Testament, and this
scripture is one of the last in that book, which
leads directly into the story of Jesus, who was
indeed called by the Church fathers the "sun of
righteousness". Malachi's sun of righteousness
rising with "healing on it wings" is, in reality, the
saving light that ends the gloom of night, the daily
resurrection of sunrise, and the birth of the sun of
a new age, who was carnalized and historicized
in Jesus Christ.

<><><><><><><><><>
It is understood that there is allegory and
symbolism in the Bible. What is also understood
is that, despite protestations to the contrary, the
stars, sun and moon are described and utilized
repeatedly within an allegorical or astrological
context by biblical writers. In fact, in examining
biblical texts closely, we further discover that
various places and persons, portrayed as actual,
historical entities, are in fact allegory for the
heavens and planetary bodies. In reality, virtually
all Hebrew place-names have astronomical
meanings. So prevalent is this custom of creating
"as above, so below", it is obvious that the
"chosen" were as enchanted with the heavens as
their adversaries and neighbors, such as the
Chaldeans, master astrologers, jealously reviled
by their Hebrew counterparts. Contrary to popular
belief, the reverence displayed by other peoples
for "God's heavens" is also exhibited by the
Israelites. From the very beginning, the biblical
people were encouraged to study the stars and

Jesus' solar attributes are also laid plain by the
story of his followers waiting to go to his "tomb"
until sunrise, when "he is risen". In John 2, Jesus
says, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I will
raise it up"; however, as John relates, " . . . he
spoke of the temple of his body", an admission of
biblical allegory.
<><><><><><><><><>
The early Christians were considered sunworshippers, like their pagan counterparts,
although "sun-worship" is an inaccuracy, since
the ancients did not "worship" the sun as the "one
god" but revered it as one of the most potent
symbols of the quality of divinity. Like their
predecessor temples, many early Christian
churches faced the east, or the place of the rising
sun. In fact, Christians were taken for worshipers
of the Sun because they prayed towards the east,
after the manner of those who adored the Sun.
<><><><><><><><><>
The son of God with the twelve disciples is not
historical but an old mythological and astrological
motif found around the globe for thousands of
years, symbolizing the sun and its movements
through the heavens, before it was carnalized,
Judaized and historicized in the gospel tale of
Jesus Christ. Like Jesus, the famous biblical
disciples are recorded nowhere in the works of
any historian of their time. The only source for the
disciples / apostles is in Christian literature, in
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which the stories of their "lives" are in fact highly
apocryphal, allegorical, and therefore inadequate
as history or biography.
It is no accident that there are 12 patriarchs, 12
tribes of Israel, and 12 disciples -- 12 being the
number of the astrological signs, as well as the
12 "houses" through which the sun passes each
day, and the 12 hours of day and night. Like the
12 Herculean tasks, the 12 "helpers" of Horus,
and the 12 "generals" of Ahura-Mazda, Jesus' 12
"disciples" are symbolic for the zodiacal signs and
do not depict any literal figures who played out a
drama upon the earth circa 30 CE.
<><><><><><><><><>
In addition to the "lives" of Christ and the twelve
disciples, virtually the entire gospel story can be
found in older mythologies as part of the ancient
mythos revolving around the celestial bodies and
movements.
<><><><><><><><><>
It has long been known that the story of cosmic
origins as found in the Judeo-Christian bible is a
lift from more ancient versions, especially those
of Egypt and Babylon. The tale can also be found
in China, Japan, India, Scandinavia, and the
British and Irish isles, to name a few. Obviously,
then, no one culture has a lock on "God" or
creation -- a fact that cannot be emphasized
enough. Nor has the biblical story ever been
adequate to explain truly the origins of the
cosmos; in fact, it is merely a mythologized,
simplified explanation filtered through and for
finite minds.
<><><><><><><><><>
Like other major biblical characters and tales, the
fable of Adam, Eve, and the Garden of Eden is
based on much older versions found in numerous
cultures around the globe. The Hindu version of
the first couple was of Adima and Heva, hundreds
if not thousands of years before the Hebraic
version, as has been firmly pointed out by Hindus
to Christian missionaries for centuries.
<><><><><><><><><>
In the Sumerian and Babylonian versions of the
Garden of Eden myth, from which the Hebrew
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one is also derived, the original couple were
created equal in stature by the great Goddess.
When the fervent patriarchy took over the story, it
changed it to make women not only inferior but
also guilty of the downfall of all mankind. [see
Stone, cca185]
<><><><><><><><><>
Far from being literal, the Garden of Eden /
Paradise story takes place in the heavens. It is
not literal but allegorical, occurring in the
heavens, as the Fall actually takes place when
the sun passes through the autumnal equinox, in
the sign of the Virgin (Eve). As the sun crossed
into Libra, "he" descends or falls into the winter
quarter or "fall" of the year.
<><><><><><><><><>
The "original fall" or "sin" has been interpreted by
literalists as meaning both the transgression of
Adam and Eve in disobeying God and getting
kicked out of Eden, and the manner in which
humans procreate, ie, sex. It has been admitted
by Christians that without the concept of the
original fall / sin of man and his expulsion from
the Garden of Eden, there would be no need for a
savior or for the Christian religion. For example,
"reformed" ex-Father Peter Martyr said: "Were
this Article of faith [to] be taken away, there would
be no original sin; the promise of Christ would
become void, and all the vital force of our religion
would be destroyed."
This fervent belief is why Christian proponents
are so vehemently opposed to the theory of
evolution, as it demonstrates the lack of an
original fall or sin that requires a savior. The
American Episcopal Church said: "If this
hypothesis be true, then is the Bible an
unbearable fiction, [and] have Christians for
nearly two thousand years been duped by a
monstrous lie".
<><><><><><><><><>
As was admitted by the early Christian doctor
Jerome, the "little town of Bethlehem" was a
sacred grove devoted to the solar-fertility-savior
god Adonis (Tammuz), who was born hundreds
of years before the Christian era in the same
cave later held to be that of the birthplace of
Jesus. Like Jesus, Adonis was born on
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December 25th of the Virgin Myrrha, who was
identified with Mary by early Christians. Syrian
Adonis died at Easter time; he died and rose
again in periodic cycles, like all gods of
vegetation and fertility. He was also identified with
the sun that died and rose again in heaven.
<><><><><><><><><>
The town of Nazareth did not appear on Earth
until after the gospel tale was known. There is no
such place as Nazareth in the Old Testament or
in Josephus' works, or on early Christian maps of
the Holy Land. The name was apparently a later
Christian invention.
Jesus, therefore, was not from Nazareth, which
did not exist at the time of his purported advent.
The real purpose for putting him there was to
make of him a Nazarene or Nazarite, as he was
the same as the most famous Nazarite, Samson,
a solar myth. The title comes the Egyptian word
"natzr", which refers to "the plant, the shoot, the
natzar, the true vine"; and Nazarite is an epithet
for the sun, which gives life to the grape vine.
Nazarite is also translated as "prince" as in
"prince of peace". The Nazarites / Nazarenes
were the ascetics who were not to shave their
heads or beards unless for ritualistic purpose,
because their hair was a symbol of holiness and
strength, representing in fact the sun's "hair" or
rays, which is why the solar hero becomes weak
when the woman cuts his hair. When the hair was
long, the Nazarite would have nothing to do with
the grape, vine, or wine, but when the Nazarite
was shorn in a ritual, he would then drink wine.
This story reflects the time of the year when the
grapes ripen and wine is made, as the sun's rays
weaken.
Thus, we see that Nazareth is not the birthplace
of Jesus but represents yet another aspect of the
mythos. The actual birthplace of the carnalized
Christ was neither Bethlehem nor Nazareth, but
Rome.
<><><><><><><><><>
Objectively, we see that there is no evidence for
the historicity of the Christian founder, that the
earliest Christian proponents were as a whole
either utterly credulous or astoundingly deceitful,
and that said defenders of the faith were
compelled under incessant charges of fraud to
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admit that Christianity was a rehash of older
religions. The world into which Christianity was
born was filled with assorted gods and
goddesses, as opposed to a monotheistic
vacuum. In fact, in their fabulous exploits and
wondrous powers many of these gods and
goddesses are virtually the same as the Christ
character, as attested to by the Christian
apologists themselves. Jesus Christ is in fact a
compilation of these various gods, who were
worshipped and whose dramas were regularly
played out by ancient peoples long before the
Christian era.
During the era Jesus allegedly lived there was a
trade and brotherhood network that stretched
from Europe to China. This information network
included the library at Alexandria and had access
to numerous oral traditions and manuscripts that
told the same narrative portrayed in the New
Testament with different place names and
ethnicity for the characters. In actuality, the
legend of Jesus nearly identically parallels the
story of Krishna, for example, even in detail, with
the Indian myth dating to at least as far back as
1400 BCE. Even greater antiquity can be
attributed to the well-woven Horus myth of Egypt,
which also is practically identical to the Christian
version but which preceded it by thousands of
years.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although most people think of Buddha as being
one person who lived around 500 BCE, the
character commonly portrayed as Buddha can
also be demonstrated to be a compilation of
godmen, legends, and sayings of various holy
men both preceding and succeeding the period
attributed to the Buddha (Gautama / Gotama).
<><><><><><><><><>
In addition to the characteristics of the teaching /
savior god, the Buddhist influence in Christianity
includes: renouncing the world and its riches,
including sex and family; the brotherhood of man;
the virtue of charity and turning the cheek; and
conversion. That Buddhism preceded Christianity
is undeniable, as is its influence in the world long
prior to the beginning of the Christian era.
<><><><><><><><><>
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It seems that a number of Jesus' parables were
direct lifts from Buddhism; for example, that of the
prodigal son.
<><><><><><><><><>
The similarities between the Christian character
and the Indian messiah Krishna number in the
hundreds, particularly when the early Christian
texts now considered apocryphal are factored in.
It should be noted that a common earlier English
spelling of Krishna was "Christna", which reveals
its relation to Christ. Also, in Bengali, Krishna is
reputedly Christos, which is the same as the
Greek for Christ and which the soldiers of
Alexander the Great called Krishna. It should be
further noted that, as with Jesus, Buddha, and
Osiris, many people have believed and continue
to believe in a historical Krishna.
The story of Krishna as recorded in the ancient
Indian legends and texts penetrated the West on
a number of occasions. One theory holds that
Krishna worship made its way to Europe as early
as 800 BCE, possibly brought by the
Phoenicians. Godfrey Higgins asserts that
Krishna-worship in Ireland goes back even
further, and he points to much linguistic and
archaeological evidence of this early migration.
Krishna was reinjected into Western culture on
several other occasions, including by Alexander
the Great after the expansion of his empire and
his sojourn in India.
<><><><><><><><><>
Of Mithraism the Catholic Encyclopedia states,
"The fathers conducted the worship. The chief of
the fathers, a sort of pope, who always lived at
Rome, was called Pater Patratus". The Mithraic
pope was also known as Papa and Pontimus
Maximus.
Virtually all of the elements of the Catholic ritual,
from miter to wafer to altar to doxology are
directly taken from earlier pagan mystery
religions. That popery has borrowed its principal
ceremonies and doctrines from the rituals of
paganism is a fact which the most learned and
orthodox of the established church have most
strenuously maintained and most convincingly
demonstrated.
<><><><><><><><><>
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Modern scientific orthodoxy allows neither for the
date provided by Kersey Graves, ie, that the
Mexican Quetzalcoatl originated in the 6th
century BCE, nor for pre-Columbian contact
between the Old and New Worlds. The evidence,
however, reveals that the mythos was indeed in
Mexico long before the Christian era, suggesting
such contact between the Worlds. In fact,
tradition holds that the ancient Phoenicians,
expert navigators, knew about the "lost land" to
the West. One would therefore not be surprised
to discover that stories of the New World were
contained in ancient libraries prior to the Christian
era, such as at Alexandria, as was averred by
Graves.
However it got there, there can be no doubt as to
the tremendous similarity between the Mexican
religion and Catholicism. The Mexicans revered
the cross and baptized their children in a ritual of
regeneration and rebirth long before the Christian
contact. In one of the few existing Codices is an
image of the Mexican savior bending under the
weight of a burdensome cross, in exactly the
same manner in which Jesus is depicted. The
Mexican crucifix depicted a man with nail holes in
feet and hands, the Mexican Christ and redeemer
who died for man's sins. In one crucifix image,
this savior was covered with suns. Furthermore,
the Mexicans had monasteries and nunneries,
and called their high priests Papes.
The Mexican savior and rituals were so
disturbingly similar to the Christianity of the
conquering Spaniards that Cortes was forced to
use the standard, specious complaint that "the
Devil had positively taught to the Mexicans the
same things which God had taught to
Christendom". The Spaniards were also
compelled to destroy as much of the evidence as
was possible, burning books and defacing and
wrecking temples, monuments and other artifacts.
<><><><><><><><><>
As they do concerning the founders of other
religions and sects, many people have believed
that Zoroaster was a single, real person who
spread the Persian religion around 660 BCE.
However, Zoroastrianism is asserted to have
existed 10,000 years ago, and there have been at
least seven Zoroasters recorded by different
historians. Thus, it is clear that Zoroaster is not a
single person but another rendering of the
ubiquitous mythos with a different ethnicity and
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flavor. Zoroaster's name means "son of a star", a
common mythical epithet, which Jacolliot states is
the Persian version of the more ancient Indian
"Zuryastara" who restored the worship of the sun,
from which comes this name of Zoroaster, which
is itself but a title assigned to a political and
religious legislator.
That Zoroastrianism permeated the Middle East
prior to the Christian era is a well-known fact. As
Mazdaism and Mithraism, it was a religion that
went back centuries before the purported time of
the "historical" Zoroaster. Its influence on
Judaism and Christianity is unmistakable. When
John the Baptist declared that he could baptize
with water but that after him would come one who
would baptize with fire and with Holy Ghost he
was uttering words which came directly from the
heart of Zoroastrianism.
<><><><><><><><><>
The existence and identity of all these mysterious
characters who are so identical in their persona
and exploits, constituting the universal mythos,
have been hidden from the masses as part of the
Christ conspiracy.
<><><><><><><><><>
The Christian religion was founded upon the
numerous gods, goddesses, religions, sects,
cults, and mystery schools that thrived around the
globe prior to the Christian era, even in the
Hebrew world, where the Israelites worshipped
numerous gods, including the sun, the moon, and
the stars and all the host of heaven. In order to
determine the framework upon which the
Christian conspirators hung their myths, in fact,
we will need to turn to that ancient body of
knowledge which in almost every culture has
been considered sacred and which the priests
have wished to keep to themselves: the science
of astrology.
The Christian masses, of course, are repeatedly
taught to reject all forms of astrology or "stargazing" as the work of the devil, and any number
of biblical texts are held up to assert that
astrology is an evil to be avoided at all costs. This
animosity towards studying the heavenly bodies
and their interrelationships is in reality
propaganda designed to prevent people from
finding out the truth about the Bible, which is that
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it is loaded with astrological imagery, as
evidenced by the fact that the Hebrew gods were
in large part celestial bodies. The Bible is, in
actuality, basically an astrotheological text, a
reflection of what has been occurring in the
heavens for millennia, localized and historicized
on Earth. This fact is further confirmed by
numerous biblical passages concerning the
influences of the heavenly bodies, but it also
becomes clear through exegesis of the texts from
an informed perspective.
Although the Catholic Church has feverishly
discouraged star-gazing by its flock -- so
frightened in fact were the people of the Church's
wrath in regard to astrology that sailors would not
look up at the stars, a habit crucial to their
occupation -- the truth is that the Church has
been a longtime practitioner of astrology. Many of
the Church hierarchy have not only looked to the
stars but have been regular, secret adepts of the
same "magical arts" widely practiced by pagans
but publicly condemned by Christians, and it
would be safe to assume that this practice
continues to this day behind the scenes.
Numerous churches and cathedrals, such as
Notre Dame in Paris, have abundant astrological
symbols, full zodiacs, etc. In the 19th century the
papal throne, St Peter's chair, was cleaned, only
to reveal upon it the 12 labors of Hercules, who
was a sun god.
<><><><><><><><><>
It is reported that when Helena's [the mother of
the Christian emperor Constantine]
representative inquired in Jerusalem as to the
"Lord and Savior Jesus Christ", no one had ever
heard of him except, reputedly, one old man, who
promptly showed Helena's envoy a field of buried
crucifixes, which was apparently evidence
satisfactory enough for these great minds and
honest characters to settle the matter, such that
they claimed to have found the "true cross".
<><><><><><><><><>
The existence of tombs or other sacred sites
proves little in itself, since it is a common practice
to set up symbolic sites, the symbolism of which
no doubt becomes lost to the masses. Sacred
site-making is also great business -- imagine
owning the piece of property where God himself
was born, walked, and died!
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If proof of the historicity of a god lies in graves,
birthplaces, and such, then all of these gods must
also have been historical, which would mean that
Jesus is a johnny-come-lately in a long line of
historical godmen. In reality, this relic- and sitefabrication is standard behavior in the world of
mythmaking and is not indication or evidence of
historicity. These birthplaces, graves, and relics
of gods, godmen, and saints have been hyped in
fact for purposes of tourism, ie, for money.
<><><><><><><><><>
In its quest to create a religion to gain power and
wealth, the Church forgery mill did not limit itself
to mere writings, but for centuries cranked out
thousands of phony relics of its Lord, apostles,
and saints. At one point a number of churches
claimed the one foreskin of Jesus, and there were
enough splinters of the "true cross" that Calvin
said the amount of wood would make "a full load
for a good ship". The disgraceful list of absurdities
and frauds goes on, and, as Pope Leo X
exclaimed, the Christ fable has been enormously
profitable for the Church. Again, it must be asked
why force, forgery, and fraud were needed to
spread the "good news" brought by a historical
son of God.
In establishing their holy relics, the Catholics
were merely building on a long line of priestly
hoaxing. If such relics are evidence of the reality
of Jesus and Mary, are they not also evidence of
the reality of Venus, whose statue also wept, or of
the Indian elephant-headed god Ganesha, whose
images drink milk by the bucket? A truly pious
person, then, would do well to worship them all
and not just these meager few from Palestine.
Basically, there is no physical evidence for the
existence of Jesus Christ. In addition, since there
are sacred sites all over the globe, for every
culture, it is merely cultural bias that allows so
many to claim that theirs are the only true ones,
that their land is the "Holy Land" or some other
designation.
<><><><><><><><><>
If we look to the archaeological evidence to
support the Old Testament, we will find much less
than expected. Although the texts make the
Jewish people appear to have been a force to be
reckoned with in the region, there is no evidence
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of grand buildings, navies or militaries of the
Jews. In fact, during the centuries prior to the
Christian era, the Greeks barely noticed the
Jews, and the famous historian Herodotus could
not find the "great" kingdom of Judah.
This dearth of evidence for such an empire was
noticed at least 2000 years ago, and eventually
provoked the Jewish historian Josephus to write
his Antiquities of the Jews to demonstrate that the
Hebrew culture was very old. While the Hebrew
culture may have been old, the nation of Israel in
fact was not a "great empire" but a group of
warring desert tribes with grandiose stories
borrowed from other cultures. Out of this fertile
imagination and opportunism came an even more
grandiose tale to end all tales: the Christian myth.
<><><><><><><><><>
It is a common belief that the Hebrew people,
beginning with Moses, were monotheists whose
one god, Yahweh, was the only true god, as
revealed exclusively to Hebrew prophets. These
original monotheists, it is believed, were superior
to and had the right to destroy the polytheistic
cultures around them by killing their people and
stealing their towns, booty, and virgin girls, which
is what "God's chosen" are recorded as doing
throughout the Old Testament. This monotheist
versus polytheist scenario is the common
perception, but it is incorrect, as the Hebrews
were latecomers to the idea of monotheism and
were originally themselves polytheists.
In actuality, the Hebrews were by no means the
originators of the concept of monotheism, as the
Egyptians, for one, had the One God at least a
thousand years before the purported time of
Moses, by orthodox dating. The monotheism of
the Persian religion of Zoroastrianism, in fact, is
virtually identical to that of Judaism, or Yahwism,
which is, in part, an offshoot of Zoroastrianism.
The Hebrew polytheism is reflected in the various
biblical names for God, the oldest of which were
the plural Elohim, Baalim, and Adonai,
representing both male and female deities. In
order to make the Hebrews appear monotheistic,
the biblical writers and translators obfuscated
these various terms and translated them as the
singular "God".
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The plural term Elohim appears over 2500 times
in the Old Testament but is falsely translated in
most versions. This fact of plurality explains why
in Genesis "Gods" said, "Let us make man in our
image". As stated, Elohim refers to both "gods"
and "goddesses", and its singular form, El, served
as a prefix or suffix to names of gods, people,
and places, whence Emmanu-El, Gabri-El, BethEl, etc. Even Satan was one of the Elohim. The
Elohim were in reality a number of "El" gods.
In a somewhat common development of the
human mind, which allows for polytheism,
pantheism, monotheism, and atheism at once,
the Elohim became perceived as one "EL". The
word El also represented a deity both male and
female, but the later Jews generally interpreted it
exclusively as male. El was the sun or "day star",
as well as the planet Saturn, which at one point
was considered the "central and everlasting sun"
of the night sky. El / Saturn's worship is reflected
in the fact that the Jews still consider Saturday as
the Sabbath or "God's Day". Furthermore, El is
Elias, the sun god Helios to whom Jesus called
from the cross. Since El is the sun, the many
Elohim of the Bible also represent the stars. The
Elohim were not only Phoenician and Canaanite
gods but as "Ali" were originally Egyptian.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although many people still believe that the Bible
is a monolithic product of the Almighty Himself,
infallibly recorded by the authors purported, the
reality is that Moses did not write the Pentateuch,
or first five books, and that the other OT texts are,
like those of the NT, pseudepigraphical, ie, not
written by those in whose names they appear.
Also like the NT, over the centuries, the various
texts of the OT were "redacted" many times,
which is a polite way of saying they were
interpolated, mutilated, and forged.
<><><><><><><><><>
The word Israel itself is not a Jewish appellation
but comes from the combination of three different
reigning deities: Isis, the goddess revered
throughout the ancient world; Ra, the Egyptian
sun god; and El.
<><><><><><><><><>
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The myth of Hebrew monotheism comes from the
Yahweh propagandists who set about to
formulate the Jewish religion. While the Elohim
were the special gods of the northern tribes and
kingdom of Israel, the Levitical Yahweh was in
fact the local god of the southern kingdom of
Judah. As such, Yahweh is made to elevate
Judah above all the other tribes by making it the
progenitor of the kings of Israel. In fact, Yahweh
and Judah are basically the same word, as Judah
is "Yahuda", which means "Yahweh, I will praise".
This name Judah is also the same as Judas,
which was thus likewise the name of the tribal
god. Hence it was the Jews and not all Hebrews
and Israelites who were Yahweh-fanatics. The
other nations, in fact, were frequently both
disinterested in and repulsed by the violent, angry
jealous, zealous god that Yahweh became.
The Yahwists were in reality a rude bunch of
marauders who pretended to speak for their Lord
and who then spent centuries destroying the
ancient Hebrew polytheism so they could hold
total power over the people. Their favorite targets
were the followers of the Great Goddess, who
were ubiquitous in the ancient world.
<><><><><><><><><>
Part of the Hebrews' ancient worship included the
establishment of "high places" where they set up
altars and other religious accoutrements. These
sacred high places were specially constructed all
over the Levant as sites of sacrifice, both animal
and human, by non-Semites and Semites alike,
the latter of whom were, in fact, the last people to
maintain human sacrifice, into Hadrian's time,
when it was banned. These sacrifices on high
places, however, served not only for the
propitiation of the gods but also to provide food,
and this was the major reason the monopolizing
Yahwists went after the high places: so that they
could control the Hebrews down to the food they
ate, giving the priests tremendous power.
Obviously, it is more than unreasonable to insist
that, in order to eat, the people of a nation must
all go to a centralized place, where they are
compelled to pay a priest to sacrifice their food
animals; thus, the people relentlessly rebuilt the
high places and ignored the centralizing priests.
When the threats and destruction of the high
places failed to end the polytheism, however, the
Yahwists repeatedly butchered their own people,
demonstrating that the repressive, despotic
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monotheism is no more moral than other religious
or secular ideologies and governing systems.
In the face of such unbearable oppression as
having their food controlled, the people not only
rebelled against the imposed Jealous / Zealous
God, YHWH, they turned to other gods to get rid
of him. In fact, according to the biblical story, it
was this oppression that split the kingdom in two
after Solomon's death, at which time the northern
kingdom of Israel returned to the old polytheism
under the Ephraimite king Jeroboam.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although the Christian conspirators were quite
thorough in their criminal destruction of the
evidence, especially of ancient texts, such that
much irreplaceable knowledge was lost, from
what remains we can see that the scholars of
other schools and sects never gave up their
arguments against the historicizing of a very
ancient mythological creature. This group of
critics included many Gnostics, who strenuously
objected to the carnalization and Judaization of
their allegorical texts and characters by the
Christians.
The impression has been cast that the philosophy
or religion of Gnosticism began only during the
Christian era and that the former was a corruption
of the latter. However, Gnosticism is far older
than Christianity, extending back thousands of
years. The term Gnosticism, in fact, comes from
the Greek word gnosis, which means knowledge,
and "Gnostic" simply means "one who knows",
rather than designating a follower of a particular
doctrine. From time immemorial, those who
understood "the mysteries" were considered
"keepers of the gnosis". The Greek philosophers
Pythagoras and Plato were Gnostics, as was the
historian Philo, whose works influenced the writer
of the Gospel of John.
During the early centuries of the Christian era,
Gnosticism became more of a monolithic
movement, as certain groups and individuals
began to amalgamate the many religions, sects,
cults, mystery schools, and ideologies that
permeated the Roman Empire and beyond, from
England to Egypt to India and China. This latest
infusion of Gnosticism traced its roots to Syria,
oddly enough the same nation in which Christians
were first so called, at Antioch.
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The Gnostic tree of thought had many branches,
such that it was not uniform and was colored by
the variety of cultures and places in which it
appeared, a development that created
competition. These so-called Gnostics, then did
not share a single ideology or belong to a specific
group. We find in the ancient world Syrian or
Samaritan Gnosticism, Jewish Gnosticism,
Christian Gnosticism, and Pagan Gnosticism.
Gnosticism was eclectic, gathering together
virtually all religious and cultic ideologies of the
time. The Gnostic texts were multinational, using
terms from the Hebrew, Persian, Greek, Syriac /
Aramaic, Sanskrit, and Egyptian languages.
Although there now seems to be a clear-cut
distinction between Gnostics and Christians,
there was not one at the beginning, and the fact
is that Gnosticism was a proto-Christianity. The
distinction was not even very great as late as the
third century. Many Christian concepts are in fact
Gnostic, such as the disdain for the flesh and for
matter in general. Jesus' own Gnosticism is
revealed at John 7:7, and Paul's Gnostic thought
appears at 2 Corinthians 4:4, for example, and
Galatians 3:27-28.
The fact is that Gnosticism existed first and was
eventually changed into orthodox Christianity
around 220 CE. As time went on, the carnalizing
Christians created distance between themselves
and their Gnostic roots by rewriting texts for their
own benefit. Generally speaking, the earlier
Epistles show signs of Gnostic influence, while
the later show signs of anti-Gnostic bias.
The Gnostics likened the orthodox Christians to
"dumb animals" and stated that it was the
orthodoxy, not the Gnostics themselves, who
were the blasphemers, because the orthodoxy
did not know "who Christ is". Gnostic Christians
castigated the orthodox for making the mistake of
reading the Scriptures -- and especially Genesis - literally, and thereby missing its deeper
meaning.
Gnostics were not uniform in their beliefs and
doctrines, despite their attempts at
harmonization, mainly because Gnosticism
encouraged creativity and freedom of expression.
The most disturbing of these heresies was the
denial of Christ's historicity. This subject was
obviously the most important and once again
reveals that the fathers were under incessant
charges of fraud in presenting Jesus Christ as a
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historical personage. Gnostics denied Jesus
Christ ever existed; in fact, the earliest GnosticChristians were not even aware of the claims that
he had, while others were revolted by the
concept.
One of the most primitive and learned sects were
the Manicheans, who denied that Jesus Christ
ever existed in flesh and blood, but believed him
to be a God in spirit only. These "heretics" were
so common that the conspirators had to forge the
two Epistles of John to combat and threaten
them. [In them, those who denied Christ's
incarnation were called anti-Christ.]
It was evidently the task of Antiochan bishop
Ignatius to convince those inclined to Docetism
that "Christ really and truly lived", by way of
writing letters to the churches of Asia Minor and
Rome. Ignatius was the subject of very extensive
forgeries. Ignatius offers no proof whatsoever of
his claims except his word that "Jesus the Lord
was truly born and crucified . . ." This utterly
unscientific habit occurs repeatedly throughout
the Christian father's works, without a stitch of
tangible proof and hard evidence. It is upon this
fanatic protestation and not factual events that
Christianity's "history" is founded. Before Ignatius,
not a single reference to Pontius Pilate, Jesus'
executioner, is to be found. Ignatius is also the
first to mention Mary; Joseph, Jesus' father,
nowhere appears.
Despite Ignatius' attempts, by Irenaeus' time,
around 170, the Gnostics were still so powerful
that Irenaeus felt compelled to spend a great deal
of effort refuting them, even though he himself
was Gnostic. In his attacks, Irenaeus was forced
to take on the most influential of all Gnostics,
Marcion.
Marcion had an enormous impact on Christianity,
publishing the first New Testament, upon which
the canon was eventually based. Although he
was considered a Christian even by his
adversaries, Marcion was one of those "heretics"
who vehemently denied that Christ had come in
the flesh, died, and been resurrected. Marcion
was "anti-matter", and his Gnostic god was not
the same as the violent, angry YHWH of the Old
Testament, a book Marcion rejected. Like others
before and after him, Marcion viewed as evil the
"god of this world", a notion reflected in the works
of Paul, whom Marcion considered the truest
apostle.
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<><><><><><><><><>
Under Nero fiction thrived, as the emperor had an
insatiable appetite for Greek and Roman
literature, such that he sparked a renaissance, no
doubt with numerous poets, playwrights and
novelists vying for imperial favor and patronage.
Such was the atmosphere into and out of which
Christianity was born.
Over the centuries, ancient texts were reworked
in order to explain the founding of nations and
other auspicious events, as was the case with the
Roman book Trojan War, which was suddenly
"discovered" centuries after its pretended date
and which is a rewriting of The Iliad designed to
glorify the foundation of the Roman state. Every
culture and nation had its heroic epics and
legendary foundations, including Greece and
Rome. Israel was no exception, and its legendary
foundation related in the Old Testament is as
fictitious as the tale of Romulus and Remus, the
mythical founders of Rome. The foundation of
Christianity is no less fictitious, except in the
minds of the people who have been told
otherwise.
<><><><><><><><><>
The early Christians were accused of heinous
behavior, including infanticide and orgies,
imputations that Christians themselves later used
against their enemies. In the face of such
charges, Justin Martyr was forced to say, "Do you
also believe that we eat human flesh and that
after our banquets we extinguish the lights and
indulge in unbridled sensuality"? And Tertullian
was compelled to write, "We are accused of
observing a holy rite in which we kill a little child
and then eat it; after the feast, we practice incest.
This is what is constantly laid to our charge".
<><><><><><><><><>
Another of the Pagan criticisms was that the
Christians were plagiarists (and degraders) of old
ideologies and concepts, an accusation that the
Christians were compelled to confirm as they
attempted to gain respectability for their "new
superstition". Thus, the Christians admitted the
superlative nature and morality of those pagan
ideologies.
<><><><><><><><><>
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Plato was widely studied by the Christian fathers /
forgers, as is obvious from their writings,
particularly those pontificating about "the Word",
an ancient concept refined by the Greek
philosopher. Justin Martyr was originally a
Platonist.
<><><><><><><><><>
The most celebrated Fathers of the Christian
church, the most frequently quoted, and those
whose names stand the highest were nothing
more or less than pagans, being born and
educated pagans. These celebrated paganChristian fathers included Pantaenus, Origen,
Clemens Alexandrinus, Gregory, and Tertullian.
<><><><><><><><><>
Naturally, orthodox Jews also denied the reality of
Christ, although, like other cultures, they were
eventually forced through violence to recite that
the tale had at least some historicity.
<><><><><><><><><>
Many people believe that the biblical tale of Jesus
must be true because the Bible itself predicted his
advent and because so many other Old
Testament prophecies had come true,
demonstrating that the book was indeed "God's
word". First of all, much of the biblical "prophecy"
was written after the fact, with merely an
appearance of prophecy. Secondly, the book has
served as a blueprint, such that rulers have
deliberately followed to some degree its so-called
prophecies, thus appearing to bring them to
fulfillment. Thirdly, very few if any prophecies,
particularly of the supernatural kind, have indeed
come true. Fourthly, biblical interpreters claim
that records of events centuries in the past
somehow refer to the future.
<><><><><><><><><>
To demonstrate that their Messiah was predicted,
Christians have grabbed onto the brief reference
made at Psalms 2 to "the Lord and his Anointed",
a word that in the Greek translation of the Hebrew
bible, the Septuagint, is "Christos". In fact, the
Septuagint, allegedly translated and redacted
during the second and third centuries BCE at
Alexandria, Egypt, contains the word Christos at
least 40 times. This title Christos or anointed,
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however, referred only to an Israelite king or
priest, not a superhuman savior. This Christian
defense, in fact, proves that there were other
Christs long before Jesus, including David,
Zadok, and Cyrus. The title Christ or Anointed
("Mashiah" [in Hebrew]) was in reality held by all
kings of Israel, as well as being so commonly
assumed by all sorts of imposters, conjurers, and
pretenders to supernatural communications, that
the very claim to it is in the gospel itself
considered as an indication of imposture.
<><><><><><><><><>
As to the reliability of both Old and New
Testaments, not one line of the Bible has a
known author, and but few incidents of it are
corroborated by other testimony. Thus,
Christianity is based upon a false proposition,
and, without the inspired authorship of apostles
under an infallible god, the Church is left with little
upon which to base its claims.
<><><><><><><><><>
A virgin-born son of God who was famed widely
as a great teacher and wonderworker,
miraculously healing and feeding multitudes,
walking on water and raising the dead; who was
transfigured on a mount into a shining sun; whose
crucifixion was accompanied by great
earthquakes, the darkening of the sun, and the
raising from their graves of numerous saints; and
who himself was resurrected from the dead.
Surely these extraordinary events known far and
wide were recorded by one or more competent
historians of the time! The centuries surrounding
the beginning of the Christian era, the periods of
Tiberias and Augustus, were, in fact, some of the
best-documented in history, as admitted even by
Christian apologists. For example, the Roman
historian under Augustus, Livy (59 BCE-17 CE),
alone composed 142 volumes, over a hundred of
which were subsequently destroyed by the
[Christian] conspirators trying to cover their
tracks.
However, there are basically no non-biblical
references to a historical Jesus by any known
historian of the time during and after Jesus'
purported advent. No literate person of his own
time mentioned him in any known writing.
Eminent hellenistic Jewish historian and
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philosopher Philo (20 BCE -50 CE), alive at the
purported time of Jesus, was silent on the subject
of the great Jewish miracle-maker and rabblerouser who brought down the wrath of Rome and
Judea. Nor are Jesus and his followers
mentioned by any of the some 40 other historians
who wrote during the first and second centuries of
the common era, including Plutarch, the Roman
biographer, who lived at the same time (46-120
CE) and in the same place where the Christians
were purportedly swarming, yet made no mention
of them, their founder, or their religion.
<><><><><><><><><>
One might think that there would at least be
reference to the historical Jesus in the texts of the
Jews, who were known for record-keeping. Yet,
such is not the case, despite all the frantic
pointing to the references to Jesus ben Pandira,
who purportedly lived during the first century
BCE, or other Jesuses mentioned in Jewish
literature. Unfortunately, these characters do not
fit either the story or the purported timeline of the
gospel Jesus, no matter how the facts and
numbers are fudged.
<><><><><><><><><>
There is basically no textual evidence of the
existence of Jesus Christ, other than forged
biblical books and epistles. Little of the actual
works of most opponents of Christianity survives,
unfortunately, because the Christian conspirators
went on a censorship rampage for centuries.
However, in their refutations the Christians
themselves preserved their opponents' main
points of contention, the most important of which
was that the whole story was fabricated. In fact,
from their own admissions the early Christians
were incessantly under criticism by scholars of
great repute whom the Christians at first viciously
impugned and later murdered by the thousands.
Yet, it was not only the dissenters and pagans
who apprehended the truth, as the Christians
themselves continuously disclosed that they knew
the story and religion of Jesus Christ were not
original but were founded upon more ancient
myths and ideologies throughout the known
world. For example, the eminent Church doctor
Augustine readily confessed that Christianity was
a rehash of what already existed long prior to the
Christian era:
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That which is known as the Christian religion
existed among the ancients, and never did not
exist; from the beginning of the human race
until the time when Christ came in the flesh, at
which time the true religion, which already
existed, began to be called Christianity.
<><><><><><><><><>
In the face of criticism that Christianity was
fabricated, Eusebius sought to demonstrate it
was not "novel or strange" by claiming it was
based on older ideas:
. . . although we certainly are a youthful
people and this undeniably new name of
Christians has only lately become known
among all nations, nevertheless our life and
mode of conduct, together with our religious
principles, have not been recently invented by
us, but from almost the beginnings of man
were built on the natural concepts of those
whom God loved in the distant past .
Eusebius thus admitted not only that Christianity
was built upon earlier ideologies but also that the
name "Christian" was still "undeniably new" by his
time, 300 years after the purported beginning of
the Christian era, in spite of the New Testament
tales that the gospel had been "preached to all
the nations" and that a vast church network had
sprung up during the first century.
<><><><><><><><><>
In his First Apology, Christian father Justin Martyr
(c 100-165) acknowledged the similarities
between the older pagan gods and religions and
those of Christianity, when he attempted to
demonstrate, in the face of ridicule, that
Christianity was no more ridiculous than the
earlier myths:
. . . When we say also that the Word, who is
the first-birth of God, was produced without
sexual union, and that He, Jesus Christ, our
Teacher, was crucified and died, and rose
again, and ascended into heaven, we
propound nothing different from what you
believe regarding those whom you esteem
sons of Jupiter. . . .As to the objection of our
Jesus' being crucified, I say, that suffering
was common to all the aforementioned sons
of Jove [Jupiter]. . . . As to his being born of a
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virgin, you have your Perseus to balance that.
As to his curing the lame, and the paralytic,
and such as were cripples from birth, this is
little more than what you say of your
Aesculapius.
<><><><><><><><><>
Christian author Lactantius (240-330), in his
attempts to confirm the emperor Constantine in
his new faith and to convert the pagan elite, also
widely appealed to the pagan stories as proof that
Christianity was not absurd but equally viable as
they were, even though naturally he dismissed
these earlier versions as works of the devil. In a
word, Christianity is founded on and proved by
pagan myths.
Other Christians were more blunt in their
confessions as to the nature and purpose of the
Christian tale, making no pretense to being
believers in higher realms of spirituality, but
demonstrating more practical reasons for
fanatically adhering to their incredible doctrines.
For example, Pope Leo X, privy to the truth
because of his high rank, made this curious
declaration: "What profit has not that fable of
Christ brought us"!
<><><><><><><><><>
The tone of this gospel [John] is anti-Jewish,
revealing that it was written / compiled by a nonJew, possibly a gentile or an exiled Israelite of a
different tribe, such as a Samaritan, who not only
spoke of "the Jews" as separate and apart from
him but also was not familiar with the geography
of Palestine.
The writer of John relates several events at which
the apostle John was not depicted as having
appeared and does not record others at which he
is said to have been present. John is the only
gospel containing the story of the raising of
Lazarus from the dead, which is an Egyptian
myth.
That the Gospel of John served as a refutation of
the Gnostics, or an attempt to usurp their
authority and to bring them into the fold is obvious
from its Gnostic style.
<><><><><><><><><>
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Although it was claimed by later Christian writers
to be a translation of a manuscript written in
Hebrew by the apostle Matthew, the Gospel of
Matthew did not exist prior to the end of the
second century and was originally written in
Greek. The Gospel of Matthew is particularly
noteworthy in that it contains the interpolation at
16:17-19 not found in either Mark or Luke that
gives authority to the Roman Church. The
appearance of this gospel determining Roman
dominance corresponds to the violent schism of
180-190 between the branches of the Church
over the celebration of Easter.
<><><><><><><><><>
It is clear that the canonical gospels are of a late
date, forged long after the alleged time of their
purported authors. In these four spurious Gospels
we have the only history of Jesus of Nazareth.
Even knowing this fact of falsity, some believers
will claim the gospels are nonetheless inspired by
the omnipotent God and represent an infallible
representation of the life of the Lord. Far from
being infallible, these spurious gospels contradict
each other in numerous places.
<><><><><><><><><>
The gospels' pretended authors, the apostles,
give conflicting histories and genealogies. The
birth date of Jesus is depicted as having occurred
at different times, in Matthew about two years
before and in Luke more than nine years after
Herod's death. Jesus' birth and childhood are not
mentioned in Mark, and although he is claimed in
Matthew and Luke to have been "born of a
virgin", his lineage is also traced through Joseph
to the house of David, so that he may "fulfill
prophecy". Furthermore, the genealogies
presented in Luke and Matthew are
irreconcilable. A number of the names, in reality,
are not patriarchs but older gods.
<><><><><><><><><>
As concerns Jesus' birthplace, while the
synoptics place it in Bethlehem, such that he is
from David's village, John says he is from Galilee
and that the Jews rejected him because he was
not from Bethlehem, whence the Messiah must
come to "fulfill scripture". (John 7:41-42) Also, in
the conflicting and illogical gospel account, Jesus'
birth is heralded by a star, angels, and three magi
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or wise men travelling from afar, and represents
such a danger to Herod that he takes the heinous
and desperate act of slaughtering the male
infants in Bethlehem. Yet, when Jesus finally
appears in his hometown, he is barely
acknowledged, as if the inhabitants had never
heard of his miraculous birth with all the fanfare,
or of Herod's dreadful deed, or of any of Jesus'
"wisdom" and "mighty works", not even the
purportedly astounding temple-teaching at age
12. Even his own family, who obviously knew of
his miraculous birth and exploits, rejects him.
In addition, in the Christian tale, the three wise
men are represented as following the star until
they arrive near Herod's house, where upon he
tells them to continue following the star until they
reach the place here the baby Jesus lies. The
wise men then go off and find the baby, but
Herod cannot, so he must put to death the
firstborn male of every family. One must ask, how
is it that the wise men needed Herod's help to
know that the star would lead them to the babe,
when they were already following it in the first
place? And why wouldn't Herod simply have
followed the star himself and killed only Jesus,
rather than all the boys? In reality, the terrible
story of Herod killing the infants as portrayed only
in Matthew is based on ancient mythology, not
found in any histories of the day, including
Josephus, who does otherwise chronicle Herod's
real abuses.
In the gospel story, practically nothing is revealed
of Jesus' childhood, and he disappears
completely from the age of 12 to about 30, when
he suddenly reappears to begin his ministry. After
this dramatic and unhistorical appearance out of
nowhere, Jesus is said in the synoptics to have
taught for one year before he died, while in John
the number is around three years. Furthermore,
in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, Jesus' advent takes
place in Galilee, except for the end in Jerusalem
and other sites in Judea, discrepancies that
reveal two important forces at work in the
gospels, ie, the northern kingdom of Israel and
the southern of Judah.
<><><><><><><><><>
In order to shore up their fallacious claims of
Christ being crucified under Pilate, Christian
forgers even went so far as to produce the Acts of
Pilate, which at one point was considered
canonical. After the canon was formalized, the
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book was deemed spurious, thus demonstrating
that it was merely an opinion as to what was
inspired and what was forged.
The Acts of Pilate purports to relate the trial of
Jesus before Pilate, in accordance with the
canonical gospel accounts but in greater detail.
Some of the scenes of this book were lifted from
The Iliad.
<><><><><><><><><>
The gospel accounts of Jesus' passion and
resurrection differ utterly from each other, and
none states how old he was when he died. In
fact, the early Church fathers were constantly
bickering over how old the Lord was when he
died, with Irenaeus -- who was widely respected
by his peers as a highly educated establisher of
doctrine -- fervently insisting that Jesus was at
least 50 years old, rather than the 30 or 33 held
by other traditions, including the four gospels he
helped canonize. Indeed, Irenaeus flatly denied
as heresy the gospel stories as to his crucifixion
at about thirty years of age.
If the gospel narrative as found in the canon had
existed earlier than 170-180, and if it constituted
a true story, there would be no accounting for the
widely differing traditions of the Savior's death: To
wit, by the third century CE, there were no fewer
than 25 versions of Jesus' death and
resurrection! Some have him not being put to
death at all, some have him revived back to life,
and some have Jesus living on to an old age and
dying in Egypt. These various details of the lives
of Christ and his apostles should have been set in
stone, had the story been true and had these
books been written by the apostles, or even had
an orally transmitted life of Christ been
widespread during the decades that followed.
Various other aspects of the gospel accounts
reveal their non-historical nature, including faulty
geography.
<><><><><><><><><>
In the gospels Jesus himself makes many illogical
contradictions concerning some of his most
important teachings. First he states that he is sent
only "to the lost sheep of Israel" and forbids his
disciples to preach to the Gentiles. Then he is
made to say, "Go ye therefore, and teach all
nations . . ."
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Next, Jesus claims that the end of the world is
imminent and warns his disciples to be prepared
at a moment's notice. He also tells them to build a
church from which to preach his message, an act
that would not be necessary if the end was near.
This doomsday prophecy in fact did not happen;
nor has Jesus returned "soon", as was his
promise. Even if he had been real, his value as a
prophet would have been very little, as his most
important prophecies have not occurred, thus
proving that he was no more prophetic or divine
than the average newspaper astrologer or palm
reader.
<><><><><><><><><>
In reality, the contradictions in the gospels are
overwhelming and irreconcilable by the rational
mind. In fact, the gospel was not designed to be
rational, as the true meaning of the word "gospel"
is "God's spell", as in magic, hypnosis, and
delusion.
<><><><><><><><><>
In addition to the hundreds of epistles and
gospels written during the first centuries were
many "Acts" of this apostle or that. The canonical
Acts of the Apostles cannot be dated earlier than
the end of the second century, long after the
purported events. Acts purports to relate the early
years of the Christian church, yet in it we find a
well-established community that could not have
existed at the time this book was alleged to have
been written, ie, not long after the death of Christ.
Acts [is] a broken narrative, and it was fabricated
by monks, devil-drivers, and popes, who wished
to form an alliance by writing the book, the Latin
character of which is visible in every page. The
author(s) of Acts used text from Josephus and,
evidently, from the writings of Aristides, a Sophist
of the latter part of the second century, to name a
couple of its sources.
<><><><><><><><><>
A number of the fathers, such as Eusebius
himself, were determined by their own peers to
be unbelievable liars who regularly wrote their
own fictions of what the Lord said and did during
his alleged sojourn upon the earth. In one of his
works, Eusebius provides a handy chapter
entitled: "How it may be Lawful and Fitting to use
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Falsehood as Medicine, and for the Benefit of
those who Want to be Deceived".
<><><><><><><><><>
Wheless also calls Justin Martyr, Tertullian and
Eusebius "three luminous liars". Keeler states,
"The early Christian fathers were extremely
ignorant and superstitious; and they were
singularly incompetent to deal with the
supernatural". Larson concludes that many early
bishops "like Jerome, Antony, and St Martin, were
definitely psychotic. In fact, there was scarcely a
single Father in the ancient Church who was not
tainted with heresy, mental aberration, or moral
enormity". Thus, deceiving, mentally ill individuals
basically constitute the genesis of Christianity.
<><><><><><><><><>
Christian tradition pretends that Christ was
extremely renowned even during his own time,
having exchanged correspondence with King
Abgar of Syria, who was most pleased to have
the Christian savior take refuge in his country. Of
course, this story and the silly letters alleged to
have been exchanged between the two are as
phony as three-dollar bills, illustrating the
ridiculous mendacity to which historicizers had to
resort to place their invented character and
drama at this time.
<><><><><><><><><>
It took well over a thousand years to canonize the
New Testament, and the Old Testament canon
remains different to this day in the Catholic and
Protestant versions. This canonization also
required many councils to decide which books
were to be considered "inspired" and which
"spurious". Contrary to the impression given,
these councils were not peaceful gatherings of
the "good shepherds of Christ", but raucous freefor-alls between bands of thugs and their arrogant
and insane bishops.
In fact, at the Council of Ephesus in 431 CE mobs
consisting of the dregs of society and
representing the warring factions of Antioch and
Alexandria broke out in riots and killed many of
each other. This melee was merely one of many,
and this shedding of blood by Christian followers
was only the beginning of a hideous centurieslong legacy.
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<><><><><><><><><>
The various gospels, of which only four are now
accepted as "canonical" or "genuine", are not the
earliest Christian texts. The earliest canonical
texts are demonstrably the Epistles of Paul.
<><><><><><><><><>
The various Pauline epistles contained in the
New Testament form an important part of
Christianity, yet these earliest of Christian texts
never discuss a historical background of Jesus,
even though Paul purportedly lived during and
after Jesus' advent and surely would have known
about his master's miraculous life. Instead, these
letters deal with a spiritual construct found in
various religions, sects, cults, and mystery
schools for hundreds to thousands of years prior
to the Christian era.
Paul also never quotes from Jesus' purported
sermons and speeches, parables and prayers,
nor does he mention Jesus' supernatural birth or
any of his alleged wonders and miracles, all of
which would presumably be very important to
Jesus' followers, had such exploits and sayings
been known prior to Paul.
<><><><><><><><><>
So it appears that Paul, even though he speaks
of "the gospel", had never heard of the canonical
gospels or even an orally transmitted life of
Christ. The few historical references to an actual
life of Jesus cited in the epistles are demonstrably
interpolations and forgeries, as are the epistles
themselves, not having been written by the
Pharisee / Roman "Paul" at all.
<><><><><><><><><>
Although they are held up by true believers to be
the "inspired" works of the apostles, the canonical
gospels were forged at the end of the 2nd
century, all four of them probably between 170180, a date that just happens to correspond with
the establishment of the orthodoxy and
supremacy of the Roman Church. Despite the
claims of apostolic authorship, the gospels were
not mere translations of manuscripts written in
Hebrew or Aramaic by Jewish apostles, because
they were originally written in Greek.
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Furthermore, as is admitted by the writer of Luke
when he says that there were many versions of
"the narrative", there were numerous gospels in
circulation prior to the composition of his gospel.
In fact, of the dozens of gospels that existed
during the first centuries of the Christian era,
several once considered canonical or genuine
were later rejected as "apocryphal" or spurious,
and vice versa.
Out of these numerous gospels the canonical
gospels were chosen by Church father and
bishop of Lyons, Irenaeus (c 120-c 200), who
claimed that the number four was based on the
"four corners of the world". This comment is
Masonic, and these texts represent the four
books of magic of the Egyptian Ritual.
According to some early Christians, the gospel of
Matthew is the earliest, which is why it appears
first in the canon. However, the gospels have
been arranged in virtually every order, and
scholars of the past few centuries have
considered Mark to be the earliest, used by the
writers / compilers of Matthew and Luke. In fact,
these gospels were written not from each other
but from common source material, including the
narrative, or Diegesis, as it is in the original
Greek.
<><><><><><><><><>
Originally in the Syro-Chaldee or Samaritan
language, Marcion's Gospel of the Lord, which
predated the canonical gospels by decades,
represents the basic gospel narrative, minus key
elements that demonstrate the conspiracy.
Although much the same as the later Gospel of
Luke, Marcion's gospel was Gnostic, nonhistorical, and did not make Jesus a Jewish man,
ie, he was not born in Bethlehem and was not
from Nazareth, which did not even exist at the
time. In Marcion's gospel there is no childhood
history, as Marcion's Jesus was not born but
"came down at Capernaum", ie, appeared, in "the
fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar", the
very sentence used in Luke to "prove" Jesus'
historicity. Marcion's original, non-historicizing
and non-Judaizing New Testament was a thorn in
the side of the carnalizing conspirators, who were
compelled to put a spin on the facts by claiming
that the "heretic" [Marcion] had expurgated the
gospel of Luke, removing the genealogies and
other historical and biographical details, for
example. Thus, Marion was accused of "purging
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the letters of Paul and Luke of Jewish traits", an
allegation that served as a subterfuge to hide the
fact that Marcion's Jesus was indeed not a
Jewish man who had incarnated a century before.
However, as demonstrated . . . , Marcion's gospel
was first, and Luke was created from it. Thus, it
was not Marcion who had mutilated the texts but
the historicizers who followed and added to his.
<><><><><><><><><>
The Gospel of Luke is a compilation of dozens of
older manuscripts, 33 by one count, including
[Marcion's] the Gospel of the Lord. In using
Marcion's gospel, the Lukan writer(s) interpolated
and removed textual matter in order both to
historicize the story and to Judaize Marcion's
Jesus. In addition to lacking the childhood or
genealogy found in the first two chapters of Luke,
Marcion also was missing nearly all of the third
chapter, save the bit about Capernaum, all of
which were interpolated into Luke to give Jesus a
historical background and Jewish heritage. Also,
where Marcion's gospel speaks of Jesus coming
to Nazareth, Luke adds, "where he had been
brought up", a phrase missing from Marcion that
is a further attempt on Luke's part to make Jesus
Jewish.
<><><><><><><><><>
In fact, all three manuscripts [Matthew, Mark, and
Luke] used Marcion as one of their sources. It
would seem that the compiler of Mark used the
Latin version of Marcion's gospel, while Luke and
Matthew used the Greek version, accounting for
the variances between them. Indeed, the author
of Mark was clearly not a Palestinian Jew, as he
betrays in 7:31 an ignorance of Palestinian
geography.
<><><><><><><><><>
The fact is that too much trauma and bloodshed
have been caused throughout the millennia
strictly on the basis of unfounded faith and
excessive illogic, and too much knowledge and
wisdom has been lost, such that human history
has been rife with ignorance and
misunderstanding. It is for these reasons, among
others, including the restoration of humanity, that
we hope the oppressive and exploitative
conspiracy behind religion in general and
Christianity in particular will be exposed. It is
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imperative that these all-important matters of
religious ideology and doctrine be thoroughly
explored and not left up to blind faith.
<><><><><><><><><>
There remains in the public at large a serious and
unfortunate lack of education regarding religion
and mythology, particularly that of Christ. Indeed,
the majority of people are taught in most schools
and churches that Jesus Christ was an actual
historical figure and that the only controversy
regarding him is that some people accept him as
the Son of God and the Messiah, while others do
not. However whereas this is the raging debate
most evident today, it is not the most important.
Shocking as it may seem to the general
populace, the most enduring and profound
controversy in this subject is whether or not a
person named Jesus Christ ever existed.
<><><><><><><><><>
. . . Doubt, which has existed since the beginning
of the Christian era, has led many seekers of
truth over the centuries to research thoroughly
this important subject from an independent
perspective and to produce an impressive volume
of literature that, while hidden, suppressed, or
ignored, nevertheless has demonstrated logically
and intelligently that Jesus Christ is a
mythological character along the same lines as
the gods of Egypt, England, Greece, India,
Phoenicia, Rome, Sumeria, and elsewhere,
entities presently acknowledged by mainstream
scholars and the masses alike as myths rather
than historical figures. Delving deeply into this
large body of work, one uncovers evidence that
the Jesus character is in fact based upon these
much older myths and heroes. One discovers that
the gospel story is not, therefore, a historical
representation of a Jewish rebel carpenter who
had physical incarnation in the Levant 2000 years
ago. In other words, it has been demonstrated
continually for centuries that the story of Jesus
Christ was invented and did not depict a real
person who was either a superhuman "son of
God" or a man who was evemeristically built up
into a superhuman fairytale by enthusiastic
followers.
<><><><><><><><><>
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[Fundamentalist] believers take the JudeoChristian bible as the literal "Word of God",
accepting "on faith" that everything contained
within it is historical fact infallibly written by
scribes "inspired by God". This position is
absolutely untenable, and requires blind and
unscientific devotion, since, even if we discount
the countless mistakes committed over the
centuries by scribes copying the texts, the socalled infallible "Word of God" is riddled with
inconsistencies, contradictions, errors, and yarns
that stretch . . . credulity to the point of nonexistence.
<><><><><><><><><>
In order to accept the alleged factuality of the
Christian tale, ie, that a male God came down
from the heavens as his own son through the
womb of a Jewish virgin, worked astonishing
miracles, was killed, resurrected and ascended to
heaven, we are not only to suspend critical
thinking and integrity, but we must be prepared to
tolerate a rather repulsive and generally false
portrayal of the ancient world and peoples. In
particular, we must be willing to believe fervently
that the "gentle Jesus" -- who was allegedly the
all-powerful God -- was mercilessly scourged,
tortured, and murdered by Romans and Jews, the
latter of whom possess the ignominy and stigma
of being considered for eternity as "vipers",
"serpents", "spawn of Satan", and "Christkillers",
guilty of deicide, who gleefully shouted "Crucify
him!" and "Let his blood be upon us and our
children!"
<><><><><><><><><>
. . . We are . . . expected to believe that the
omnipotent and perfect God could only fix the
world, which he created badly in the first place, by
the act of blood-atonement, specifically with his
own blood; yet, we know that such bloodatonement is rooted in the ancient custom of
sacrificing humans and animals, serving basically
as a barbaric scapegoat ritual. Indeed, the
sacrifice of God seems far worse than that of
either animals or humans, yet this deicide is
supposed to be one of the highest "religious"
concepts. In fact, it is "God's plan"!
<><><><><><><><><>
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In embracing Christianity as reality, we are
required to assume that, in order to get his
important message across, God came to earth in
a remote area of the ancient world and spoke the
increasingly obscure language of Aramaic, as
opposed to the more universally spoken Greek or
Latin. We must also be prepared to believe that
there is now an invisible man of a particular
ethnicity omnipresently floating about in the sky.
In addition, we are asked to ridicule and dismiss
as fiction the nearly identical legends and tales of
many other cultures, while happily receiving the
Christian fable as fact. This dogmatic stance in
effect represents cultural bigotry and prejudice.
All in all, in blindly believing we are faced with
what can only appear to be an abhorrent and
ludicrous plan on the part of God.
<><><><><><><><><>
The bottom line is that when one removes all the
elements of those preceding myths that
contributed to the formation of the Jewish
godman, there remains no one and nothing
historical left to which to point. This missing core
to the onion has been recognized by many
individuals over the centuries who have thus
been unable to accept the historical nature of
Jesus Christ, because not only is there no proof
of his existence but virtually all evidence points to
him being a mythological character.
While the mythicist school has only made real
inroads in the past couple of centuries, and even
though its brilliant work and insight have been
ignored by mainstream "experts" in both the
believing and evemerist camps, the mythicist
arguments have been built upon a long line of
Bible criticism. Indeed, this controversy has
existed from the very beginning, as is evidenced
by the writings of the Church fathers themselves,
ie, those who founded the Christian Church.
Of course, the works of the mythicists have not
been made readily available to the public, no
doubt fearfully suppressed because they are
somewhat irrefutable, so we cannot completely
fault the "experts" for having never read them.
The arguments of these particular mythicists are,
however, the most important work done in this
field to date, so any refutation that has not dealt
with them properly is neither exhaustive nor
convincing.
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<><><><><><><><><>
In addition to the enormous amount of bloodshed
which accompanied its foundation, Christianity's
history is rife with forgery and fraud. So rampant
is this treachery and chicanery that any serious
researcher must immediately begin to wonder
about the story itself.
<><><><><><><><><>
The Christian tale has always been as difficult to
swallow as the myths and fables of other cultures;
yet countless people have been able to overlook
the rational mind and to willingly believe it, even
though they may equally as easily dismiss the
nearly identical stories of these other cultures.
The story of Jesus as presented in the gospels,
mass of impossibilities and contradictions that it
is, has been so difficult to believe that even the
fanatic Christian doctor and saint, Augustine
(354-430 CE), admitted, "I should not believe in
the truth of the Gospels unless the authority of
the Catholic Church forced me to do so".
<><><><><><><><><>
While the masses are led to believe that the
Christian religion was founded by a historical
wonderworker and his devoted eyewitnesses who
accurately wrote down the events of his life and
ministry in marvelous books that became "God's
Word", the reality is that none of the gospels was
written by its purported author and, indeed, no
mention of any New Testament text can be found
in writings prior to the beginning of the second
century CE, long after the purported events.
These "holy" books, then, so revered by
devotees, turn out to be spurious, and since it is
in them that we find the story of Christ, we must
be doubtful as to its validity as well.
<><><><><><><><><>
The truth is that very few early Christian texts
exist because the autographs, or originals, were
destroyed after the Council of Nicea and the
"retouching" of 506 CE under Emperor
Anastasius, which included revision of the Church
fathers' works, catastrophic acts that would be
inconceivable if these documents were truly the
precious testaments of the very apostles
themselves regarding the "Lord and Savior",
whose alleged advent was so significant that it
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sparked profound fanaticism and endless wars.
Repeating what would appear to be utter
blasphemy, in the 11th and 12th centuries the
"infallible Word of God" was "corrected" again by
a variety of church officials. In addition to these
major "revisions" have been many others,
including copying and translation mistakes and
deliberate mutilation and obfuscation of meaning.
It has never been only non-believing detractors
who have made such allegations of falsification
and deceit by the biblical writers. Indeed, those
individuals who concocted some of the hundreds
of "alternative" gospels and epistles being
circulated during the first several centuries even
admitted that they forged the texts.
<><><><><><><><><>
Along with the tale that Christianity began with a
"Prince of Peace", comes the myth that the early
Christians were gentle "lambs" served up in large
numbers as "martyrs for the faith" by the
diabolical Romans. The myth of martyrdom starts
with the purported passage of the Roman
historian Tacitus in which he excoriated Nero for
killing a "great multitude" of Christians at Rome in
64 CE; however, this passage is a forgery, one of
many made by the conspirators in the works of
ancient authors, and there is little other evidence
of such a persecution under either Nero or
Domitian, the alleged notorious persecutor of
Christians. What persecutions the Christians did
suffer were not as gross as portrayed by
propagandists in either number or severity. To
bolster their claims of massive martyrdom, pious
Christians began around the ninth century to
forge the martyrdom traditions.
<><><><><><><><><>
To weave their martyr tales, the conspirators
used the Jewish apocryphon the Fourth Book of
Maccabees, which described gruesome
“martyrdom” by torture. The tale told in Fourth
Maccabees was widely read by Greeks and early
Christians and served as a model for Christian
Martyrdom stories. The methods described in
Fourth Maccabees are disturbingly similar to
those used by the later Catholic Church.
The author of Fourth Maccabees [a Hellenistic
Jew] goes on to describe the most foul torture
imaginable, including the infamous “racks” being
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used to tear limbs from the body, as well as the
flesh being stripped off and tongues and entrails
ripped out, along with the obligatory death by
burning. These techniques were later adopted
with tremendous enthusiasm by the Christians
themselves, who then became the persecutors.

the rest of the Empire is factored in, it is
estimated that by the middle of the third century
Christians constituted only perhaps two percent
of the total population.

<><><><><><><><><>

There were in fact few [Christian] martyrs, and
the early forgers of Christianity were impressed
not by such alleged martyrdom but by the position
of power they would earn by their "conversion". In
actuality, Christianity did not spread because it
was a great idea or because it was under the
supernatural guidance of the resurrected "Lamb
of God". Were that so, he would have to be held
accountable, because Christianity was
promulgated by the sword, with a bloody trail
thousands of miles long, during an era called by
not a few a "shameless age".

The melodramatic portrayal of the early Christian
movement as consisting of righteous "mom and
pop" Christians being driven underground and
ruthlessly persecuted is not reality, nor are the
stories of massive martyrdom. What is reality is
that from the fourth century onward, it was the
Christians who were doing the persecution.
<><><><><><><><><>
It is widely believed that Christianity spread
because it was a great idea desperately needed
in a world devoid of hope and faith. Indeed, the
myth says that Christianity was such a great idea
that it caught on like wildfire in a lost world barren
of spiritual enlightenment and crying out “like a
voice in the wilderness”. It is further maintained
that Christianity spread because of the
“martyrdom” of its adherents, which purportedly
so impressed a number of the early Church
fathers that they cast off their Pagan roots to join
the “true faith”. In reality, Christianity was not a
new and surprising concept, and the impression
of the ancient world given in this story is incorrect,
as the ancient cultures possessed every bit of
wisdom, righteousness, and practically everything
else found in Christianity.

<><><><><><><><><>

Like so much else about Christianity, the claims
of its rapid spread are largely mythical. In reality,
in some places it took many blood-soaked
centuries before its opponents and their lineage
had been sufficiently slaughtered so that
Christianity could usurp the reigning ideology.
Pagan Europeans and others fought it tooth and
nail, in an epic and heroic effort to maintain their
own cultures and autonomy, in the face of an
onslaught by those whom the pagans viewed as
"idiots" and "bigots".
Christianity was thus fervently resisted wherever
it invaded, as nation after nation died under the
sword fighting it off, because its doctrines and
proponents were repugnant and blasphemous.

<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>

According to noted historian Gibbon, as related
by Taylor, by the middle of the 3rd century, there
were at Rome – the hotbed of Christianity – only
“one bishop, 46 presbyters, 14 deacons, 42
acolytes, and 50 readers, exorcists, and porters”.
We may venture to estimate the Christians at
Rome at about 50,000, while the total number of
inhabitants cannot be taken at less than a million.

Some of the "barbarians" who resisted
Christianity were actually far more advanced than
those who followed what the pagans considered
a vulgar ideology. For example, the Irish Fenians,
whose rule was never to insult women, were said
to have gone to hell for denying Christian antifeminist doctrines.
<><><><><><><><><>

The gospel was first preached in England by
Austin, the monk, under commission of Pope
Gregory, towards the end of the 7th century. So
the purportedly miraculously rapid spread of the
“good news” actually progressed at the rate of
almost an inch in a fortnight [about 14 days]. If

When the "great idea", threats of hell, and other
sweet talk failed to impress the pagans, the
Christian conspirators began turning the screws
by establishing laws banning pagan priests,
holidays and "superstitions". Pagans were barred
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from being palace guards or holding civil and
military office. Their properties and temples were
destroyed or confiscated, and people who
practiced "idolatry" or sacrifices were put to
death. . . .
Under the "great Christian" Constantine, the
followers of Mithra were hounded with such
pertinacity that no one even dared to look at the
sun, and farmers and sailors dared not observe
the stars for fear of being accused of the heresy.
And where hellfire, repressive laws, and bribery
did not work, force was used. Leaders who were
tolerant of religions other than Christianity, such
as Emperor Julian, were murdered.
<><><><><><><><><>
The standard excuse for . . . vile behavior has
been that Christian proponents had the right to
purge the earth of "evil" and to convert the
"heathen" to the "true faith". Over a period of
more than a millennium, the Church would bring
to bear in this "purification" and "conversion" to
the religion of the "Prince of Peace" the most
horrendous torture methods ever devised, in the
end slaughtering tens of millions worldwide.
These "conversion" methods by Catholics against
men, women, and children, Christians and
pagans alike, included burning, hanging, and
torture of all manner, using the tools described in
Fourth Maccabees. Women and girls had hot
pokers and sharp objects slammed up their
vaginas, often after priests had raped them. Men
and boys had their penises and testicles crushed
or ripped or cut off. Both genders and all ages
had their skin pulled off with hot pincers and their
tongues ripped out, and were subjected to
diabolical machinery designed for the weakest
parts of the body, such as the knees, ankles,
elbows, and fingertips, all of which were crushed.
Their legs and arms were broken with
sledgehammers, and, if there was anything left of
them, they were hanged or burned alive. Nothing
more evil could possibly be imagined, and from
this absolute evil came the "rapid" spread of
Christianity.
So far this despicable legacy and crime against
humanity remains unavenged and its main culprit
unpunished, not only standing intact but
inexplicably receiving the undying and unthinking
support of hundreds of millions, including the
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educated, such as doctors, lawyers, scientists,
etc. This acquiescence is the result of the
centuries of destruction and degradation of their
ancestors' cultures, which demoralized them and
ripped away their spirituality and heritage. In
annihilating these cultures, the Christian
conspirators also destroyed countless books and
much learning, prizing the subsequent illiteracy
and ignorance, which assisted in allowing for
Christianity to spread.
<><><><><><><><><>
Surprisingly, [Justin] Martyr insists that, in
contending Jesus Christ to have been "produced
without sexual union", crucified and resurrected,
Christians are "propounding nothing different"
from what the pagans believed regarding the
"sons of Jupiter" --a fact that most people may be
amazed to hear! How many have been taught
that the "sons of Jupiter" -- ancient Greek and
Roman gods -- were "born of a virgin" and
crucified, rose from the dead and ascended into
heaven, like Jesus?
<><><><><><><><><>
An important connection between Egypt and
Canaan, land where the later Israelites emerged
and the language of which represents protoHebrew: In an underground room in a pyramid
near Cairo, writing in Egyptian characters was
discovered that constituted magic spells in the
Canaanite language of some 5000 years ago.
This find represents the oldest Semitic writing
ever uncovered and comprises a "magic spell to
keep snakes away from the tombs of Egyptian
kings". This discovery ranks as a demonstration
of the close relations of the Egyptians with the
Canaanites of the era.
While Egyptians considered their own culture and
religion superior to that of their neighbors to the
northeast, they were willing to do anything to
protect the mummies of their kings from
poisonous snakes. Believing that some snakes
spoke the Semitic language of the Canaanites,
Egyptians included the magic spells in
inscriptions on two sides of the sarcophagus in an
effort to ward them off.
<><><><><><><><><>
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Virtually all of the spiritual concepts in the
Christian religion appear in much the same form
centuries to millennia earlier in Egypt, the
differences emerging within Christianity
attributable to Jewish and Greek influence,
among others. These parallels would include the
burial for three days, the resurrection and the
ascension, all appearing in the Egyptian religion
centuries to millennia before the common era and
possessing astrotheological significance, as
largely revolving around the sun.
<><><><><><><><><>
It is apparent that the average ancient Egyptian
worshipper would have viewed the death and
resurrection of Osiris, as well as the event's
promise of resurrection and eternal life for
everyone else, in much the same manner that the
average Christian over the centuries has
perceived the death and resurrection of Christ.
<><><><><><><><><>
The solution to these various problems with
identifying the first Christians in Egypt, as well as
their texts, as the basis of the canonical gospels
and epistles, lies in a "radical" analysis of the
data concerning Christian origins along strictly
scientific lines, without fervent faith or blind belief
in the gospel story preventing us from seeing the
facts. What we discover when we look closely at
the evidence is that the gospel story represents a
largely fictional account begun towards the end of
the first century, and reworked and reformatted
until the end of the second century, at which point
it was solidly written into history and backdated to
the beginning of the first century. With these facts
in mind, especially that there is no credible
scientific evidence for the existence of Jesus
Christ at any point, or for the existence of the four
canonical gospels as we have them before the
end of the second century, the pieces of the
puzzle begin to fall neatly into place.
<><><><><><><><><>
[Christian] censors have removed material
threatening to the faith -- a common occurrence
that reduced much of the ancient world to rubble,
the wrecked pieces of which we are only now
putting back together.
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To defend an intangible concept such as God by
killing a living, breathing human being constitutes
one of the greatest evils in the world, and it
simply must stop, or humankind has no right to
call itself "civilized".
<><><><><><><><><>
Although many people believe religion to be a
good and necessary thing, no ideology is more
divisive than religion, which rends humanity in a
number of ways through extreme racism, sexism
and even speciesism. Religion, in fact, is
dependent on division, because it requires an
enemy, whether it be earthly or in another
dimension. Religion dictates that some people
are special or chosen while others are immoral
and evil, and it too often insists that it is the duty
of the "chosen" to destroy the others. And
organized religion puts a face on the divine itself
that is sectarian, sexist, and racist, portraying a
male god of a particular ethnicity, for example.
The result is that, over the centuries, humankind
has become utterly divided among itself and
disconnected from nature and life around it, such
that it stands on the verge of chaos.
<><><><><><><><><>
Even today, when humankind likes to pretend it
has evolved, battles go on around the world over
whose god is bigger and better, and religious
fanatics of any number of faiths repeatedly call for
and receive the blood of "unbelievers" and
"infidels". Few religions of any antiquity have
escaped unscathed by innumerable bloodbaths,
and, while Islam is currently the source of much
fear in the world today, Christianity is far and
away the bloodiest in history.
<><><><><><><><><>
Defenders claim that Christianity ended human
sacrifice. This may be true, but to do so, it had to
sacrifice millions of humans. Christians also claim
Christianity ended slavery, an assertion that is not
true, as not only did Christians widely practice
slavery, but the ideology itself serves as
oppression and soul-enslavement. "Believe or go
to hell. Submit your will to God or suffer
eternally".
<><><><><><><><><>

<><><><><><><><><>
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To deflect the horrible guilt off the shoulders of
their own faith, religionists have pointed to
supposedly secular ideologies such as
Communism and Nazism as oppressors and
murderers of the people. However, few realize or
acknowledge that the originators of Communism
were Jewish (Marx, Lenin, Hess, Trotsky) and
that the most overtly violent leaders of both
bloody movements were Roman Catholic (Hitler,
Mussolini, Franco) or Eastern Orthodox Christian
(Stalin), despotic and intolerant ideologies that
breed fascistic dictators. In other words, these
movements were not "atheistic", as religionists
maintain.
<><><><><><><><><>
Hitler's paternal grandmother was allegedly
Jewish. But Hitler himself was raised a Roman
Catholic, and he was very much impressed by the
power of the Church hierarchy. He pandered to it
and used it and religion as a weapon. All during
his regime, Hitler worked closely with the Catholic
Church, quashing thousands of lawsuits against it
and exchanging large sums of money with it. In
addition, thousands of Nazis were later given safe
passage by the Vatican, as well as by
multinational governmental agencies, to a
number of locales, including North and South
American, via the "Ratline" from Germany
through Switzerland and Italy.
<><><><><><><><><>
Hitler was only building on a long line of
imputation against the Jews as "Christkillers", a
charge used numerous times over the centuries
whenever the Catholic Church wanted to hold a
pogrom against common Jews and seize their
assets. The events of WWII, in fact, were the
grisly culmination of a centuries-old policy, started
by the Church and continued by Martin Luther, as
was well known by Hitler.
<><><><><><><><><>
Hitler and the Church's behavior was not an
aberration in the history of Christianity, as from its
inception, the religion was intolerant, zealous,
and violent, with its adherents engaging in
terrorism. For example, while blessing
peacemakers and exhorting love and forgiveness
of enemies and trespassers, the "gentle Jesus"
also paradoxically declares:
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Do not think that I have come to bring peace to
the earth; I have not come to bring peace, but a
sword. For I have come to set a man against his
father, and a daughter against her mother, and a
daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; and
one's foes will be members of one's own
household. (Matthew 10:34-36)
Jesus further states that "nation will rise up
against nation, and kingdom against kingdom"*;
thus, with a few sentences, Jesus has seeded
extreme division, sedition and enmity wherever
Christianity is promulgated. In thus exhorting his
followers to violence, however, Jesus himself was
building on centuries-old Jewish thought that
called for the "extermination" of non-Jews, ie,
"unbelievers" in Christian parlance.
*Matthew 24:7; Isaiah 19:2
<><><><><><><><><>
Over the ages, the ancients did not simply
observe the movements of the celestial bodies
but personified them and created stories about
them that were recreated upon the earth. Out of
this polytheistic, astrological atmosphere came
the "greatest story ever told", as the gospel tale
is, in fact, astrotheological and non-historical,
recording the mythos found around the globe for
eons. Thus, the Christian religion, created and
shored up by forgery, fraud and force, is in reality
astrotheological and its founder mythical, based
on many thousands of years of observation by
the ancients of the movements and
interrelationships of the celestial bodies and the
earth, one of the favorite of which was,
understandably, the sun. The sun figures in the
stories of virtually every culture worldwide. In
many places and eras, the sun was considered
the most visible proxy of the divine and the most
potent bestower of Spirit.
The following are the main characteristics of the
"sun of God":
o The sun "dies" for three days at the winter
solstice, to be born again or resurrected on
December 25th.
o The sun of God is "born of a virgin", which
refers to both the new or "virgin" moon and the
constellation of Virgo.
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o The sun's "birth" is attended by the "bright
Star", either Sirius / Sothis or the planet Venus,
and by the "Three Kings" representing the three
stars in the belt of Orion.
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o The sun is hung on a cross, which represents
its passing through the equinoxes, the vernal
equinox being Easter.

o The sun at its zenith, or 12 noon, is in the
house or heavenly temple of the "Most High";
thus, "he" begins "his Father's work" at "age" 12.

o The sun darkens when it "dies": The solar god
as the sun of evening or of autumn was the
suffering, dying sun, or the dead sun buried in the
nether world.

o The sun enters into each sign of the zodiac at
30 degrees; hence, the "Sun of God" begins his
ministry at "age" 30.

o The sun does a "stutter-step" at the winter
solstice, unsure whether to return to life or
"resurrect", doubted by his "twin" Thomas.

o The sun is the "Carpenter" who builds his daily
"houses" or 12-hour divisions.

o The sun is with us "always, to the close of the
age" (Matthew 28:20), referring to the ages of the
precession of the equinoxes.

o The sun's "followers" or "disciples" are the 12
signs of the zodiac, through which the sun must
pass.

o The sun is the "Light of the World", and "comes
on clouds, and every eye shall see him".

o The sun is "anointed" when its rays dip into the
sea.

o The sun rising in the morning is the "Savior of
mankind".

o The sun "changes water into wine" by creating
rain, ripening the grapes on the vine, and
fermenting the grape juice.

o The sun wears a corona, "crown of thorns", or
halo.

o The sun "walks on water", referring to its
reflection.

o The sun was called the "Son of the Sky (God)",
"All-Seeing", the "Comforter", "Healer", "Savior",
"Creator", "Preserver", "Ruler of the World", and
"Giver of Daily Life".

o The sun "calms the sea" as he rests in the "boat
of heaven". (Matthew 8:23-27)

o The sun is the Word or Logos of God.

o When the sun is annually and monthly reborn,
he brings life to the "solar mummy", his previous
self, raising it from the dead.

o The all-seeing sun, or "eye of God", was
considered the judge of the living and dead who
returned to Earth "on a white horse".

o The sun triumphantly "rides an ass and her
foal" into the "City of Peace" when it enters the
sign of Cancer, which contains two stars called
"little asses", and reaches its fullness.

<><><><><><><><><>

o The sun is the "Lion" when in Leo, the hottest
time of the year, called the "throne of the Lord".

o Zoroaster was born of a virgin and "immaculate
conception by a ray of divine reason".

o The sun is "betrayed" by the constellation of the
Scorpion, the backbiter, the time of the year when
the solar hero loses his strength.

o He was baptized in a river.

o The sun is "crucified" between the two thieves
of Sagittarius and Capricorn.

Zoroaster has the following in common with the
Christ character:

o In his youth he astounded wise men with his
wisdom.
o He was tempted in the wilderness by the devil.
o He began his ministry at age 30.
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o Zoroaster baptized with water, fire, and "holy
wind".
o He cast out demons and restored sight to a
bind man.
o He taught about heaven and hell, and revealed
mysteries, including resurrection, judgment,
salvation, and the apocalypse.
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o Krishna used parables to teach the people
about charity and love, and he "lived poor and he
loved the poor".
o He castigated the clergy, charging them with
ambition and hypocrisy. Tradition says he fell
victim to their vengeance.
o Krishna's beloved disciple was Arjuna or Arjouan (John).

o He had a sacred cup or grail.
o He was transfigured in front of his disciples.
o He was slain.
o His religion had a eucharist.

o He gave his disciples the ability to work
miracles.

o He was the "Word made flesh".

o His path was strewn with branches.

o Zoroaster's followers expect a "second coming"
in the virgin-born Saoshyant or Savior, who is to
come in 2341 CE and begin his ministry at age
30, ushering in a golden age.

o In some traditions he died on a tree or was
crucified between two thieves.
o Krishna was killed around the age of 30, and
the sun darkened at his death.

<><><><><><><><><>
The following is a partial list of the
correspondences between Jesus and Krishna:
o Krishna was born of the Virgin Devaki (Divine
One) on December 25th.
o His earthly father was a carpenter, who was off
in the city paying tax while Krishna was born.
o His birth was signaled by a star in the east and
attended by angels and shepherds, at which time
he was presented with spices.
o The heavenly hosts danced and sang at his
birth.
o He was persecuted by a tyrant who ordered the
slaughter of thousands of infants.
o Krishna was anointed on the head with oil by a
woman whom he healed.

o He rose from the dead and ascended to heaven
in the sight of all men.
o He was depicted on a cross with nail-holes in
his feet, as well as having a heart emblem on his
clothing.
o Krishna is the "lion of the tribe of Saki".
o He was called the "Shepherd God" and
considered the "Redeemer", "Firstborn", "SinBearer", "Liberator", "Universal Word".
o He was deemed the "Son of God" and "our Lord
and Savior", who came to earth to die for man's
salvation.
o He was the second person of the Trinity.
o His disciples purportedly bestowed upon him
the title Jezeus or Jeseus, meaning "pure
essence".

o He is depicted as having his foot on the head of
a serpent.

o Krishna is to return to judge the dead, riding on
a white horse, and to do battle with the Prince of
Evil, who will desolate the earth.

o He worked miracles and wonders, raising the
dead and healing lepers, the deaf, and the blind.

<><><><><><><><><>
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Osiris was also the god of the vine and a great
traveling teacher who civilized the world. He was
the ruler and judge of the dead. In his passion,
Osiris was plotted against and killed by Set and
"the 72". Like that of Jesus, Osiris' resurrection
served to provide hope to all that they may do
likewise and become eternal.

o He was "the Fisher" and was associated with
the Fish (Ichthys), Lamb, and Lion.

Horus (Osiris' son or renewed incarnation) shares
the following in common with Jesus:

o Horus was supposed to reign one thousand
years.

o Horus was born of the virgin Isis-Meri on
December 25th in a cave / manger with his birth
being announced by a star in the East and
attended by three wise men.

Inscribed about 3500 years ago on the walls of
the Temple at Luxor were images of the
Annunciation, Immaculate Conception, Birth and
Adoration of Horus, with Thoth announcing to the
Virgin Isis that she will conceive Horus; with
Kneph, the Holy Ghost, impregnating the virgin;
and with the infant being attended by three kings,
or magi, bearing gifts. In addition, in the
catacombs at Rome are pictures of the baby
Horus being held by the virgin mother Isis -- the
original Madonna and Child.

o His earthly father was named Seb (Joseph).
o He was of royal descent.
o At age 12, he was a child teacher in the
Temple, and at 30 he was baptized, having
disappeared for 18 years.

o He came to fulfill the Law.
o Horus was called "the KRST", or "Anointed
One".

<><><><><><><><><>
o Horus was baptized in the river Eridanus or
Iarutana (Jordan) by "Anup the Baptizer" (John
the Baptist), who was decapitated.
o He had 12 disciples, two of whom were his
witnesses and were named Anup and Aan (the
two Johns).
o He performed miracles, exorcised demons and
raised El-Azarus (El-Osiris) from the dead.
o Horus walked on water.
o His personal epithet was Iusa, the "everbecoming son" of Ptah, the Father. He was thus
called Holy Child.
o He delivered a Sermon on the Mount, and his
followers recounted the Sayings of Iusa.
o Horus was transfigured on the Mount.
o He was crucified between two thieves, buried
for three days in a tomb, and resurrected.
o He was also the "Way, the Truth, the Light",
"Messiah", "God's Anointed Son", the "Son of
Man", the "Good Shepherd", the "Lamb of God",
the "Word made flesh", the "Word of Truth", etc.

The Jesus story incorporated elements from the
tales of other deities recorded in this widespread
area of the ancient world, including several of the
following world saviors, most or all of whom
predate the Christian myth. It is not suggested
that all of these characters were used in the
creation of the Christian myth, as some of them
are found in parts of the world purportedly
unknown at the time; however, it is certain that a
fair number of these deities were utilized. Thus,
we find the same tales around the world about a
variety of godmen and sons of God, a number of
whom also had virgin births or were of divine
origin; were born on or near December 25th in a
cave or underground; were baptized; worked
miracles and marvels; held high morals, were
compassionate, toiled for humanity, and healed
the sick; were the basis of soul-salvation and / or
were called "Savior, Redeemer, Deliverer"; had
eucharists; vanquished darkness; were hung on
trees or crucified; were resurrected and returned
to heaven, whence they came. The list of these
saviors and sons of God includes the following:
o Adad and Marduk of Assyria; considered "the
Word" (Logos)
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o Adonis, Aesclepius, Apollo, Dionysus, Heracles
(Hercules), and Zeus of Greece. (Apollo was
resurrected at the vernal equinox as the lamb).

o Jupiter / Jove of Rome

o Alcides of Thebes; divine redeemer born of a
virgin around 1200 BCE.

o Odin / Wodin / Woden / Wotan of
Scandinavians; wounded with a spear

o Attis of Phrygia

o Prometheus of Caucasus / Greece

o Baal or Bel of Babylon / Phoenicia

o Quetzalcoatl of Mexico

o Balder and Frey of Scandinavia

o Quirinius of Rome

o Bali of Afghanistan

o Salivahana of southern India; a divine child,
born of a virgin, son of a carpenter; himself also
being called "the Carpenter"; whose name or title
means "cross-borne" (Salvation)

o Beddru of Japan

o Mithra of Persia / India

o Buddha and Krishna of India
o Chu Chulainn of Ireland

o Tammuz of Syria, the savior god worshipped in
Jerusalem

o Codom and Deva Tat of Siam

o Thor of the Gauls

o Crite of Chaldea

o Universal Monarch of the Sibyls

o Dahzbog of the Slava

o Wittoba of the Bilingonese / Telingonese

o Dumuzi of Sumria

o Zalmoxis of Thrace; the savior who promised
eternal life to guests at his sacramental Last
Supper, then went into the underworld, and rose
again on the third day.

o Fo-hi, Lau-Kiun, Tien, and Chang-Ti of China;
whose birth was attended by heavenly music,
angels, and shepherds.
o Hermes of Egypt / Greece; born of the Virgin
Maia and called "the Logos" because he was the
Messenger or Word of the Heavenly Father,
Zeus.
o Hesus of the Druids and Gauls
o Horus, Osiris, and Serapis of Egypt
o Indra of Tibet / India
o Ieo of China; "the great prophet, lawgiver and
savior" with 70 disciples
o Issa / Isa of Arabia; born of the Virgin Mary and
was the "Divine Word" of the ancient Arabian
Nasara / Nazarenes around 400 BCE.
o Jao of Nepal

o Zarathustra / Zoroaster of Persia
o Zoar of the Bonzes
This list is not complete. A number of these
characters have been thought of in the past as
being historical persons, but today almost none of
them are considered as such.
<><><><><><><><><>
The Buddha character has the following in
common with the Christ figure:
o Buddha was born on December 25th of a virgin
Maya, and his birth was attended by a "Star of
Announcement", wise men, and angels singing
heavenly songs.
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o At his birth, he was pronounced ruler of the
world and presented with costly jewels and
precious substances.
o His life was threatened by a king who was
advised to destroy the child, as he was liable to
overthrow him.
o Buddha was of royal lineage.
o He taught in the temple at age 12.
o He crushed a serpent's head (as was
traditionally said of Jesus) and was tempted by
Mara, the Evil One, when fasting.
o Buddha was baptized in water, with the Spirit of
God or Holy Ghost present.
o He performed miracles and wonders, healed
the sick, fed 500 men from a small basket of
cakes, and walked on water.
o Buddha abolished idolatry, was a sower of the
word, and preached the establishment of a
kingdom of righteousness.
o His followers were obliged to take vows of
poverty and to renounce the world.
o He was transfigured on a mount, when it was
said that his face shone as the brightness of the
sun and moon.
o He died on a cross (in some traditions).
o He was resurrected, as his coverings were
unrolled from his body and his tomb was opened
by supernatural powers.
o Buddha ascended bodily to Nirvana or heaven.
o He was called "Lord", "Master", the "Light of the
World", "God of Gods", "Father of the World",
"Almighty and All-knowing Ruler", "Redeemer of
All", "Holy One", the "Author of Happiness",
"Possessor of All", the "Omnipotent", the
"Supreme Being", the "Eternal One".
o He was considered the "Sin Bearer", "Good
Shepherd", the "Carpenter", the "Infinite and
Everlasting", and the "Alpha and Omega".
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o He came to fulfill, not destroy, the law.
o Buddha is to return "in the latter days" to
restore order and to judge the dead.

